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1-1 	 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY'  JANUARY 8, 1971 

• 9:06 o'clock a.m. 
2. 

(The following proceedings were bad in open 
4 

Is 

16 

17 

18 

19 

'20 

21 

22.  

23 

24. 

25 

26 

court in the presence and hearing of all the jurors, all 

counsel with the exception. Of Mr. Hughes being present; 

the defendants not being physically presentt) 

THE COURT: All counsel and jurors are present. 

You. may continue, Mr. Kanarek. 

MR. XANAIZEIC: Thank yoa, your Honor. 

Good morning, 'ladies and gentlemen., 

Mr, Darrow hag returned; perhaps his return 

will help Somewhat. 

Me-vere , spe4ting lett night about alibi. 

That word, alibi, has some sort of a romantic tone to 

1Ple bear about it all' the time: 

Actually,. without that word, getting to the 

substance of what it; means, the' .principle is' that 

historically when someone was not present at a crime)  

that this was a Complete defense, and then,'  speaking of 

motivation of the prosecution aa whatever that might be 

worth, by patting in a conspiracy count, this undermines 

the princip/e.  that a person'not being present where some-

thing occurs is not responsible for what occurs there. 

BUGLIOSI: That is a misstatement of the law, 

your Honor.  
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21 

22 

23 

24 

• 26„ 

R. KANARBK: I have not, finished, your. Honor; I 

have not finished. 

T1 COURT: Don't attempt to instruct the jury on: 

the law, r. Kanarek. 

ICANAREK: I am not attempting to. As a matter 

of fact, your Honor is not giving an alibi instruction. 

am not attempting, at all, I am merely alluding — 

TIM COURT: Don't misstate the law. 

MR. /UMW: I am not. I haven't finished. 

Before I uttered a words  practically, lir. Btigliosi was 

standing Up-. 

!Eft COURT: You. axe attempting apparently to 

instruct the jury on the law of alibi. 

MR. UNARM tio, your Amor-. 

`THE COURT: Don't do it, Sir. 
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20,573 

ER. KANAREK: There is no. 'question that what,we 

are doing is not -- we are discussing the law and the 

varioue principles of law and hot/ .they may mesh with 

each other. 	 s. 	% 
What me are saying is, there is another 

principle of aiding and abetting. 

Aiding and abetting also requires criminal 

intent. There has to be criminal malice and criminal 

- intent, 

So the jury is the one, the jury decides 

Whether or not there is any criminal knowledge and 

criminal intent, whether it be conspiracy or whether it 

be aiding and abetting. 

And we think that the 'weakness of what the 

prosecution has suggested here is implicit in the fact 

that they have injected this conspiracy charge. That 

they, as far as these seven counts of murder are concerned, 

they cannot rely upon the seven counts of murdet by them-

selves, because even though the Court will instruct us on 

aiding and abetting, the' prosecution still has filed its 

'conspiracy charge. 

So, again, the motivation and the reason for 

it _is significant because there is no case. The evidence 

clearly shows that Er. Manson is not guilty of anything. 

'And so they 'bring in miss conspiracy charge. 

Now, in this regard, I mould like ta, if I 
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12' 

may, suggest some language for the consideration of all 

of 'us. 
a 	 • 

11  May it please the Court, the 

conspiracy here #0arged and specified and the 

acts alleged to have been 'ooMmitted in pursuance 

thereof and with the intent laid, constitute a , 

crime the atrocity of which hag gent d Shudder' 

through the civilize-d world., 

'rA1l thatwas agreed upon and attempted 

by the alleged incitors and instigators of this 

crime constitute a .combination of atrocities 

With. scarcely a parallel in the annals of the 

human race." 

BUGLIOSIt I am. -objecting' to this, your Honor. 

I dont-t know what he is reading. 

RANAREICt lay I continue, yoUr Honor? 

THE COURT: The objection is overruled.. 

tat. KANAREK: Ladies and gentlemen, what I have 

just read to you is an argument that'was made, the 

beginning of an. argument that was made, and I think it is, 

in substance, the argument that has been, made in this 

court, it is an argument that was made by John A. Bingham 

who was a special judge advocate after Abraham Lincoln 

Was 'assassinated, and we probably all remember it, • 

we remember the name of nary Eugenia Serrat,, who was 

charged with conspiracy. 

13 

14 
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E 

2 

a 

6 

7 

, This gentleman started off his address with 

words that are the words that We have read. This was 

done in 1865. And this argument; was an'argument that • 

began an argument the result of which, that is, the entire 

trial, caused this lady, Nary Eugenia Serrat, to be 

convicted of conspiracy. , 

As we all kndw, she ran a boarding house 

in Washington, D.C. She Was alleged to be a conspirator. 

The circumstantial evidence bf that zwspiracy 

was the fact that the lady happened tó be on the:wrong side 

of the Civil War. She had Southernsympathies. 

The prosecatiOn in, that cat* broUght ih all 

kinds of circumstantial evidence to dhow that she wits 

guilty of conspiracy. 

She was convicted of conspiracy. HiStoriang 

and legal scholars, Almost from the time she was executed, 

to today all agree that she was guilty of nothing. 

TQ 

1I 
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Sae was guilty of" nothing except that she was --

she was part and parcel of a situation that -- that was part 

of the times. 

The war between the states had just ended, 

Abraham Lincoln had just been killed and scapegoats were 

necetSary. 

This crime had been called the crime of this 

century, and many people argue that in the last century the 

killing.of Abraham Lincoln, that was the crime of that 

century, and it is documented, we can if we wish -- if we 

Wish we can read the history -of that case, and the comparison 

is dangerously faicinatings  dangerously fascinating how that 

lady, how that lady was found guilty of conspiracy, 

She wasn't -- she wasn't at the Ford Theatre 

where Abraham Lincoln was shot on that days  Ithink it's in 

April of '65, on a Friday. $he was not thee, but she was 

found .guilty of conspiracy, and the circumstantial evidence 

was their Southern sympathies. 

No alibi defense was available for her because 

she was 'a conspirator,.and so she was found, guilty. 

There was a man,'one Lou Weichman, a man who 

was at the boarding house who was a friend of hers, and the 

other people at the boarding house, a person who was strange-

ly analogous ,to the position of Linda Kasabian in. this case, 

am sure we remember the story of that trial, 

lie teOtified because he was in the boarding house, 
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be was in the boarding house, he was threatened explicitly  

2' WAnd implicitly, and his testimony, was given and death 

resulted, death, sentences, resulted. 

And, as I say, the analogy,the analogy is ,  

5 strangely 	strangely significant because the prosecution 

6 	the proUeeution in this case, we can put ourselves back 

7 to the time after the Civil War when Abraham Lincoln was 

. 8 shot and the groat love -- the.  great love that Abraham Lincoln 

engendered in people created an atmosphere where we, have to 

.16  'solve this crime, like the police officers in this case, 

not going out and letting the chips drop where they may, 

12  -they are going out to prove first, as happened in the case 

13 of Mary Serrat;  they bad already decided that Mary Serrat 

14 was guilty of conspiracy to commit murder to kill. Abraham 

s' Lincoln, and so they went in and they filled up the gap. 

Tht gap was that they did not have any evidence, 

• 17  so trA6y substituted natters for evidence. They substituted 

. hysteria. They substituted coercea witnestes,. They 

19 substituted people who haa some kind of a stake in testifying, 

20  :and they got the result they wanted, and the 'result that they 

21 'wanted is a blot on our history and will be a blot on our 

22 history forever. 

4 	 Now, in this. ease w..  in. thia ease the pressure is 

44 similar. Of course, it is not the killing of a president, 

but there are seven murders here which have engulfed the 

world because of the horrendeus publicity, and so we have the 

25 

26 
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20,578 

41, 

i crime of the Century. 

2 	 We have` the preSsure to get a redult. 

3 	 Does this have any significance? 

4, 	 Does the fact that law enforcement is out.. there and 

s doing what they are doing in the way they digs.• does that haVe 

any significance? 

7 	 We have been in this trial -- we have been in 

this trial now for some Months. We don't know 	we could 

make some estimate, I don't know what the financial expendi- 

tures are in connection with thiA trials 

The prosecution would'have us propose to_ go on to 

a penalty phase which may take %any, Many thousands or whatever 

it may be, hundreds of thOusands more dollars. 

We have the pressures -- the pressures put upop 

us that are most unusual.. They are pressures .- they are 

pressures that defy comparison with any other ease, 

Bo these are circumstandea -- these are 

circumstances that we must consider in deciding this case. 

As perhaps we have mentioned before, certainly ,  the 

ease against Mr, i4anson is ciroumatantial; the prosecution 

not even alleging that he was present. So if two reasonable 
can 

inferences/be made, ono pointing to guilt and one pointing to 

innocence, we know what the result is, the law says that that 

equals not guilty. 

Now, if at the same time that we can bring in a 

verdict that our conscience indicates is the correct verdict, 
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20,579 

and at the same time show the world that despite -- despite 

ll the pressures and the horrendous publicity that a person 

_in this country and .n this state can get a fair trial and 

can be exonerated when the evidence shows he is not guilty, 

what would be more beautiful, what could be , greater than to 

get this message across to the rest of the world, when our 

way of life is being attacked everywhere, on every, continent 

we are being given a hard time. ,  

If we can discharge.Our responsibility and do 

.10. what the law says and at the same time create azound the 
0  

. 	« ' 	.11 world an attitude towards this country and the administration 

of justice in this country, it seems.an opportunity that we 

13 :should na lot blip by just' 	just .because there are 

• 14 horrendous pressures to get a guilty verdict at any cost. 

'And we suggest that what the prosecution has done 

in this case in connection with the way they have framed. the 

• 17 charged shows the weakness of the case because the ,alibil  

1.8, and this is not just an alibi wherein„ you know, in the 

•olassieal alibi case, the prosecution alleges that the, person 

20 au( 

21 	 So the word really doesn't have the connotation 

22' 'that it does in many casts. 

The prosecution doesn't oven allege that Mr. Manson 

gl was present, and the proseoutionts evidence, if we may, 

. 	the' proeecutionts evidence speaks eloquently. 

• As 	 We have here People'S txhibit 9. 
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Look at that knot. Could one person -- could-

one person have tied up keno La Bianca? ICU have seen 

Mr. Manson, could one person have tied up Len() La Bianca with 

Dirs. La Bianca in the house like that? 

This we will have in the jury room. Thercis a 

littlo blOod in this picture but it's not -- it is not the 

kind of pictures that some of the others are. 

Look at that knot, those of us whamay,haVe had 

seas experience in the service in ;Onnection with the tying 

of knots, look at that and confider the 'size of Or, La Bianca. 

We have other pictures)  there will` be other 

pictures of Nr. La Bianca. . 

.Z,1r. La Bianca, we sUggest, was a man about the 

size of. Officer Gutierrez, certainly in that raw.;6, 

Could Xr. nanson haVe done this by himself? 

Could he have tied up 	could .he have tied up this, gentleman 

all by himself while Mrs. La Bianca was there? 

The recoild clearly shows uhe was not tied .up, 

the telephones were not cut, the guns were present. 

13 

14 

15 

16 • 

' 	17 

IS 

is 

4 	20 

21 

22 

23.  

24.  

20.  

26 
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4-1 

1. 	I 

r. 

And so, I think that we cOuld,go on, which we are 

of going to do, we are not going to read directly from the 

3 ' .ecord.,. in connection with Linda Kasabianes drug involvement. 

This, goes to her credibility,. There is no 

uestion about it, 

We understand, I am sure)  all of Linda Kasabianis, 

11 of her propensities towards the taking of drugs. 

We suggest that there is, great probability of these 

ights, of these nights, whether she was there or whether she 

.10  asn't there)  that, it was one of those times, one of those 

41 any thpusands of times, that she has smoked marijuana, 

12 	 And marijuana is an hallucinatory. drug: Marijuana, 

VI SD, whatever. 

14 	 Do we believe that she was free of any influence 

is •f drUgs? Because that, goes to her credibility. 

Another aspect that is significant -- and this is, 

4 think, circumstantial evidence that shows the fact that 

18 inda Kasablan was, when she was in there tying up, helping 

i9  ex Watson tie up Mr. La Bianca,. she was committing murders  

2g nd she has told us she has not committed any murders. 

21 	 But she is more specific: She is more specific., 

veil though the rest of the world knew about what happened 

23 t the La Bianca home, Linda says -- and even though we have 

24 lluded to it before, we think that the words of the tran- 

25 oript here are eapediaily important)  because we believe that 

26 inda Kasablan was in that house helpipg Tex Watson tie up 
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22 

23 

24 
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Mr, 14a Bianca -, we think her thong, the thong that she says 

2 she doeSn't know what happened to it -- Page 6503 tf the 

transeripts'Volume 441 

	

4 
	

"Now;  you later came to learn that the people 

in the house next door to Harold True had passed 

	

6 
	 away; Is that right? 

	

7 
	

"Yes. 

	

8 
	

"Pardon? 

"Yes, 

	

.10 
	 "When did you learn that the people who 

	

11 
	 lived next door to .Harald True had passed away? 

	

12 
	

"I believe I learned. it when X was in 

	

13 
	

Florida. 

	

14 
	 "You learned it when you were in Florida? 

"Yes. 

"The day after, the second; tight yOu went 

back to the Spahn Ranch it that right.? 

"Yes. 

"And all that day you heard nothing about 

anyone having passed away in the house text door 

to Harold True? 

"No, I didn't hear anything." 

Now, if there was a conspiraty, if what this 

7". if this had taken place, would the people be talking 

about it? Would there be some conversation about it? 

This is evidence in connection with Linda's 

oredibility, if nothing e.se. 
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6 

1 
	 "The next day you heard nothing about -- 

A 
	 no one disoUssed anything abbut the people in • 

thellouse next door to Harold True passing away; 

4 
	 r4it?" 

And this is Linda Kasabian Sayingl 

"And it wasn't until- sometime in Ootober 

of 1560 -- there is a "A" here. 1.  guess the reporter 

seems to be an aswers  but aotuallY there is a 

olerical mistake on the reporterlspartat Line 5 on Page 650k 

The "A" that is there is obviously not a part &t 

the answer, 

8 

9 

io 

11 

12 

20 

21 

24 

25 

• .26. 
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awl 
	 Let one read that again, and I will say it with 

recision for the record, because you don't have the benefit 

f the transcript. 

I represent, on the record, this is a clerical 

error on the part Of the transcribers that typed up the 

6 transcript; 
ucir 	 The next day you heard nothing 

about -- no one discussed anything about the 

people in the house next door to Harold True 

	

.10 
	 passing away; right?T' 

Then this Line 54  hasa "A't here)  which is 

12 obviously an error. 

	

13 
	 "And it wasn't until sometime In October 

	

14 
	 of 1969 that you found out that anyone next door 

	

15 
	 to Harold True had passed away; is that correct -- 

	

16 
	 ""Yes." 

	

17 
	 That is her answer At Line a, 

Do We believe that? The propensities of people 

19 being what they are, do we believe that this is possible? 

	

20 
	 After what happened the night before the second 

21 night, Linda Kasabian is saying that no one spoke about iti 

22 No one spoke about it. 

	

23 	 Yes, 

	

.21 	
trQ 	-- Mrs. Kasablan? 

	

4i 
	

Yes. 

	

- zb 
	 see: 
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MOw, did you do anYthing in connection 

with the person at Venice, the person in that 

wrong, apartment, when you found out about the 

killing in the apartment or the house next door 

to 	True? 

"Did you tell anybody that that person or 

persons, whoevir it might be in the wrong apart-, 

ment, were in danger Of death? 

a 

4 

5 

6 

	

9 	 "NO" 

	

zo 	 Nov, for whatever that might be worth, that is 

11 • also in the record. 

	

lz 	• 	Now, then, we take ,the transcript and we go to 

is 'Tage 6607 in Volume 45. 

	

14 	 The question is -- the question was asked of 

Linda Nasablan -L and this has.to do with Linda Xasabian is 

coming back to Los Angeles in Connection with retrieving her 

daughter tram the juvenile court. 

The question at Line 1.7:- 

"When yoU came back to Los Angeles, Mrs, 

1asabian, to set yOur daughter, you knew that 

ybu were involved in seven killings, is that 

correct? 

"Yes,. I guess so." 

Now, that means, that meant that she knew of 

seven killings when She came back to Los-Angeles. 

By her testimony, she didn't get to Mend until 

15 

16 

18 

i9 

2o-

21 

23 

24 

25 

• 
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' 25 

26. 

' 
• : 

1 

20y 586 

after she had been back in New DAexico having cope to . -

California., Ve 411 remember about the matters invOlving the 

child. 

clearly, Linda *r:asabian is not telling the 

truth bpsause zhe says she didn't know about the La Biancas 

6 passim away until sha read about it in Miami, 

. as 

IL 

1g- 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17: 

I8-

3,0 

.20 

21 
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23• 

4b' , 

2G,”7  

And there is a definite:reason that she is imposiilg 

2 this black in her mind, this self..imposed block, this desire 

3 not to talk about it, thiO desire net to say it,, :,and this  

actual overt lack or tcli4LTIG the truth that She did in this 

5 courtroom. 

6 ' 	 Because five and two is seven, Clearly, and these 

7 people had passed away, and she knew it. 

-8 	 And that is because she was personally involved. 

9 That is because she was personally involved. 

zo 	 Maybe in the Tate residence she took the knife 

11 and led the people around, or something like that. We don't 

12''know. We knew her knife was round inside of that house. 

13  And she may not have actually engaged in any physical stabbing 

x4 herself iz the Tate home, Her knife does not have blood on 

15 it, 

16 	 But at the La Bianca hOme, Linda Xasabian was 

11 personally involved. At the La Bianca home, Linda Xasabian' 

tied up iIr La Bianca, and Linda Kasabian doesn't want to 

19 .remember; doesn't even know about the La Bianta killings 

20 anItil she gets to Miami, she says, 

21' 	 But her testimony shows that this is not so, 

because she knew about 	she says: 

"Yes, I guess so" -- she knew about seven killings 

when she came back to Les Angeles in connection with obtaining 

her child. 

Page 6478 or the transcript, Volume 44. 
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It is clear that Linda Kasabian wasntt -- it 

wasrOt until the springtime, these many,, many months, and 

' this is why we think that the transcript has.  great signifi-

canoe. 

15 

ir.And do .you .know what kind of a gas station 

it Is/ 

"Yea. 

"What kind of a, gas station is it? 

”Standard." 

This is at Page 6478 in Volume 44. 

'And directing your attention to this gas 

betiteam-the,tIme 	between the time 

of .your arrest and today have you been to the 

gas station? 

!ryes.  

16 

17 

18 

1.9 

-20 

21 

22 • 

23 

24 

25 

2'6 

"And when did you go to that.  gas 'station? 

"In the springtime sometime, IYm not sure 

of the day or the month. It was after I had' 

the baby. 

"Well, can you tell us what month it is? 

"Yes, I believe it was about a week or so 

after I had the baby, yeah. 

"And directing your attention to the.  gas 

station, did you go to that gas station in the 

presence of any, other people since- yOu have been 

arrested? 
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e 110B i 
, 	 ) 	

4 

'And' in the presence. of what individuals 

did you ga to the as Station? - . 
"There were.two police officeras. I don't 

remember their names, a woman and a tans  and 

there was Mr. lugliOsi„ and I believe Mr. Gutierrez 

was there and 	Patchett, and my attorney, 

11r. Vleischman. 

	

9. 	 "/ think that is all. 

t".And you opened up the tOp of the toilet 

bowl and, lo and behold, there was the wallet? 

	

12 	 utki0  

	

is 	 "Is that right? 

1 

• 17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

, 

23 

:24 

• , 25- 

26 

3. 

3 
. 	• 

10 
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15 
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17 
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19 

20 

21 

22, 
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4c-t Now, why do they wait until April in connec-

tion with this matter concerning the wallet? 

Does that have any signiicance? Does that 

have any significance? 

Here we have a situation in which we have 

Linda Kasabian, in the presence of all those people, 

all those people ate present. 

Linda Kasabian has spoken, of, immunity and 

all of that with everyone that' has to do with law enforce- ., 	, 
meat, and she is taken tci the 'gab station, and she says 

k 

this is the gas station, and she agrees- with them that 

this is the gas station. 

EU MI 0 SI X don't know. what he it' saying, your 

Honor,. but he coot get away with remarke 3,,ike, 

- That is false testimony. Me is tstifYing. 

. MR. lt-ANAREK: Well, your 'Honor • -- 

MR. BUQLXOSIt He -says we took her out there and 

told her something'. 

NR. KANAREK: Your Honor, we suggest this is what 

happened. 

R. BligLIOST: You are not suggesting. You are 

making:  a Statement .of 

C91111.T: The objection is sustained. 

The, jury is admonished to disregard Mr. 

Kanatekto last statement: 

• BR. KANMEK: Ladies and. gentlemen of the jury, we 

3,  

4 
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15 

6 

heard the testimony in this courtroom. We know 

are saying that -- and when we say that we are saying that, 

we are saying that this is not in the record, we are not 

saying that these are the exact words in the record, and 

we know it, and this is an attempt on the part of the 

prosecution to color and to make it look like I an saying 

something that I am not. 

we know that I am not. I read the record 

here. 

We are entitled to make inferences from the 

record in connection with this case, and, the inference 

that we make 1.-; that Linda Kasabiad was told that that is 

where the wallet is, and that is,the inference that we 
, 

make, and we believe' that it 	a • =Tea inferenCe.,  

She is taken into, a gas station:, ,The,only 

thing that we have in evidence by way" of 'a picture in 
	; 

connection With that gas station is the -tank itself, 

re are saying on the record right here that 

in connection with the prosecution's interrogation of 

Linda Kasabian that they had pictures of the men's rest- 

room which they didn't offer into evidence. We say that. 

MR. BUGLIOSX: I object, your Honor. 

UNARM We. infer that, and I will say how 

we can infer it. 

THE COURT: The objection is Sustained. 

You are going beyond the record, Mr. Kanarek. 

4c-2 	1  
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.17  
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4c-3 

2 

4 

6 

'The Jury is admonished to disregard that 

last statement. 

14k. KANAREX: Well, if I pay have a. moment your 

We suggest this is, in fact, What happened* , 

and the Ways we can do it is this way: 

We have a Standard station here, which is 

Peoplela 66. 

The Standard. station =this picture, ladies 

and gettlemen, on this picture, we clearly see two rest* 

roams it, the Standard station: 

You can't read the words "Mee or "Women," 

but clearly there are two rest-rooms there; and we 

certainly know, in our experience, there are two rest-

rooms in a 'gas  station of this type. 

• 

v," 

12' 

13 

410- 	14 

44 44. u 
16 

17, 

18 

19 

20. 

2I 
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• 
We know that Ili. Eugliosi- interrogated Itinda 

Kasa bian with other pictures of the rest-room, That 'is 

in the record. With other rest-room pictures. 

We say on the record, with the -court reporter 

taking it down, that we may infer that those other pictures 

are, in fact, pictures of the men's rest-room. ..We are 

saying that with the court reporter taking it down. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: This is completely ImptOper, your. 

Honor. 

May we approach the bench? 

THE COURT: It is speculation, and it is not in 

the record, Mr. Kanarek, and you are not permitted to make 

that statement. 

R. RAWER:: I can make that inference, your 

Honor. 

. 71E COUAT: it is not an taference. 

It has to be based oft some evidence in this 

case. 

/fflk. &WARM Then I *Ill state ilhat the evidence is. 

THE COURT: The objection is sustained and the jury 

Is admonished to disregard that statement. 

Confine your argument, to the evidence in 

this case. 

XANARM Well, I shall. I shall. 

This is evidence in the easel  'ladies and 

gentlemen of the. jury. 

3. 
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We know that the prosecution interrogated 

Linda Xasabian in connection with pictures o the rest- 

room other than People,ts 70, which merely shows the tank, 

which -merely shows the tank inside the rest-room. 

We know that the prosecution interrogated 

with those other pictures. 

We know that the .rest-room -- that the Standar 

station has two rest-rooms. 

We argue and we ask that the inference be 

made that the reason that the prosecution didn't offer 

those pictures into evidence is, because, in fact, they 

are of the men's room. 

Mil. BUGLIOSI: It was his objection, your Rotor, 

during the trial, that kept those pictures out. 

I would like to approach the bench on 

He continually goes beyond the record. Re 

is making false statements. 

May we approach the bench? 

ltANAREK:, qtr.. Augliosi is saying something that 

ia not true. 

- MR. ISUGLIOSI: )ay we approach the bench? 

THE COURTt Yes, you may approach 41')A perteliK 

(Whereupon all counsel' approach the bench 

and the 'following proceedings occur .1,t the_ bench.' outside 

of the hearing of the jury:) 

• Mk. tUGLIOSI: It was his 	objection on 'the 

4d- 2. 
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grounds of no foundation that those pictures were kept. out. 

And there Is nothing on those pictures' that 

says it was the. men's rest-room. 

He is making a vicious statement in front of 

the jury. that he knows is false. 

XANAREK: Then let's get the record. 

THE COURT: What do you mean by 'let's get the 

record"? 

- NR. XANAREK: Letts get the record and see. 

ut: COURT: If there is some part of the record that 

you 'want to refer to, refer to it. 

XANAREK: No, your Honor. He is making a stet 

that is untrue. 

THE COURT: You are doing the same thing that you, 

have done repeatedly in the course of your argument, and. 

that is going,  beyond the record. 

e. UNARM I can make an inference, your Honor. 

THE COURT: You may not make an inference that is a 

representation of fact which ip n!)t disclosed by this 

record. You may not make 'that 3$ind of an inference%  

which is not an invferlItce at all, but simply a bald 

miSrepresentation.. ; - 
HR. KAITAREK: Well, your =Honor -- 

TM COURT: Let's mot ProlOg 

The objection is sustained. 

I caution you again, skt; All you are Aging 

2-01595 
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4d-4 	is hurting your own ease when you make these kinds of 

statements. 

NR. UNARM he Z say that we are being denied 

a fair trial. 

MR, 'BUGLIOSI: I think the Jury may believe some of 

those preposterous lies, 
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MR, KANAREK: I ask to refer to the record, 

THE COURT: Point it out in the record. 

RANAREk: He is the one making the objection. 

THE COURT: You are the and that made the misrepre-

sentation. 
" 

R. ittINAREIt: -  .;No,, it 'is not a misrepresentation. 

THE COURT: 'Pot3it out  pc? Me in. the 'record where you 

contend you are right, 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Those pictureS were'kept out because 

there wts no foundation. 

Nowhere does it say . tifents restrolom 

THE COURT: I &list want to hear any more argument. 

KANAREX: That is in the record. 

THE COURT: If you. want to refer to some point in 

the record, you are free to do so. 

'Lc/MIMIC: Letts get the questioning 'of Linda 

Xesabian. Lett s take that record. I would like to look 

at it and show you. 

THE COURT: 'Mat does Linda Xasabian have to do with, 

it? 

• M. =ARM tle interrogated her using these 

pictures. 

THE COURT:. Now we are . getting off into something 

else. 

BUGLIOS1: He is telling the jury these are 

other pictures Of the menls .rest-room. They do not say 
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"Men' rest-room." 

MR. PARR 	They are the men's rest-room and X.r. 
2 

Bugliosi knows it. 

4 
	 THE COURT: Now you are switching again. You are 

as slippery as an ee1. 

MR. UNARM It is in the record. 

TUE COURT: The objection is sustained.' . 
7.- 

I don't Want to hear any more about it. 
.8,  

9 - 
	 Nhareapon all counsel return to their 

10' 
respective places at 'counsel table and the following 

11 
	proceedings occur in open court within' the presence and 

12 
	hearing of the jury:) 

10 
	 TM COURT: The objection is sustained, ladies and 

14 
	gentlemen. 

15 
	 Let' s proceed, 	. Kanarek. 

16 
	 MR. KANARBK: Ladies and gentlemen, if we May, 

I think we all recall that Linda Itasabian had -- when 

18 
	 Bugliosi and the prosecution was interrogating Linda 

Kasabiam, he interrogated and, shoved to Linda Kasabian 
19 

pictures. There is- no question about it. 
20 

21 
	 We have here peOple's 67, which is a Standard 

station. 
22 

We have here People's 7(, which is the tank 

24 
that purports to be the tank of a -- pardon me, I'm 

25 
	SOrry 	the tank of a toilet. It shcws the tank of a.  

toilet, 
.26 

t 	• 
r, 
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We have here another picture, People's 661 ' 

whiCh is of the' Standard station. 

I think we will recall,. and if there is any 

question about it the -Court will certainly read it to us, 

that in connection with -- in connection with the interroga-

tion of Linda Kasabian, there was used pictures that are 

pictures other than the pictureS that We have here, 

and More specifically, the inside of a rest-room type 

pictures, if you want to put it that way; other than 

People's 70, other than People's 70. 

We say that the inference could be made ). 

we say that the inference could be made that those pictures 

are pictures which involve the test-,room that Linda 

Xesabien was never in. 

And the reason we say- that is this. The 

prosecution wasnit limited, wasn't limited, to Linda 

Iasabian in connection with this wa11et matter. The 

prosecution wasn't limited at all. 

There vas Police.Officer -- well,- at least 

one police officer who came to the scene when the wallet 

was purportedly found: on December the 10th, 1969, which 

is two days after December the 8th, l9.69,, when the Grand 

Jury indictment came out, we have the people that we have 

just spoken of, we have Mr. Bugiosi, 'Mr. Gutierrez, Mr. 

Patchett and Ms. PIeisc'hmane, Those people. 

• "And in the presence of what individuals 

24 

. 25 

-26 
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to : 
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5 _fig. 

11 
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14' 

16 

18. 

19 

21 
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23 

25 

26 

"did you go to the gas station?" 

. Mose are the people that she went to the gas' 

stat tot 'with. 

Now, we would al agree that 	Is 70 is 

the inside of a rest-room: 

So, Linda Xasabian had to go inside of a 

rest-room in order to accomplish something as far bs this 

trip is concerned. 

All we are given, for some strange reason, 

all, we are given is the tank, the kcture of the tank. 

v 

.1•- 	z 	 7. 	3 
• 
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We are not given the ,surroundings of this tank, 

we are not given 

OR. BUGLIOSI: Your Honor), this is improper argument )  

he knows that. 

THE COURT, What is improper about it? 

MR. BUGLIOSI: There were other photographs, of the 

interior of that restroom which he objected ,to and that is 

why they .are not in evidence. 

. He is making Misrepresentations to this jury, 

MR. KANAREK: Then I ask to be Sworn. 

MR. BUOLIOSI: Let look at those photpgraphs then.,  

MR, WARM: I ask to be sworn then, your HonOr. 

THE 'COURT: The ObjeetiOn is sustained. The jury is 

admonished to disregard Vir. Kanarek's remarks. 

Get on with it, Mr. IWIarek, 

MR. KANAREK: Mr. 

THE COURT: I don't want to hear any more argument 

from.yOu, sir. 

Continue your argument to the jury. 

N XANARiX: Then, may I approach the bench, your 

Eonor? 

THE COURT: No necessity for that, We already 

discussed it. 	
I 

MR. UNARM: Then PAY/be 019rn, your Honor/ 

He has accused 

THE COURT: Proceed With your argument if you have any 

"- 
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Argument, 1?1r. Kanarek. 

' MR, 'UNARM We may put it this way, this picture 

of this tank does hot sho4 the whole restrOom„ and we say 

that the reason -- the reason that this does not show the 

5 whole restroom is because of the'fict that a connection with 

6 the interrogatiOn Of Linda Xasabian, Men's restroom picturee 

1 

4 

ir 

7 

8 

9 

13 • 
16: 

17 

18 

19 

20. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

- were used., 

This is what we asked, to be inferred, 

Now, what I am saying is, what I am saying, those 

of' us that are on the jury are the ones to decide fact 

qUestions, We say that when we look for instance, we look 

At the, great dOcumentation .of the stab wounds, 

There is great documentation, great precision is 

made In connection with the passing away of the seven 

people that passed away; great detail in that part of the 

case is made. 

We get to other parts of the case, and it fritters:  

out into nOthihgnese, because although there 3s plenty of 

PhotOgraphie capacity, there is plenty of photographic 

capacity to take pictures, that we have here People's 67 and 

People's 66, there was likewise photographic capacity to take 

the insides of this restroom and show -- show us the rest Of 

this restroom, and show us -- show us maybe the other rest-

room., whatever restroom this may be, 

The fact of the matter is that, that kind of 

documentation was not made, and we suggest that the x'eason 
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that that documentation wa-s not made is because this 

2. 

5 

.6 

7 

9 

10 

11 

matter cencerning the wallet)  forgive the expression, smells. 

We have stated that before; it may be that is 

an indelicate Word)  but it does. It does, ladies and 

gentlemen, bee use of What we have spoken of befOre. 

_ There has got to be a reason why in the crime of 

the dentdri there isn't the detail in connection With this 

restroom% 

And the reason that there isn't this detail in 

connection with this i;estroomand the'adjacent restroam, 

and all of that; is because of the fact that Linda Xasabian 
12 was taken there in the presence ef,these law enforcement 
13 officers after having been briefed about it, and theft she 
14'

,  
says this is the plane where she -- this is the place 

15 
:this is where Linda testified she placed the wallet. 

TS 	 For' what it might be worth, for what it might 
17' be worth, this is the pasture of the'evidence. It is a 

situation which tells us that there Is some purpose in 
19 tot closing in on it and documenting a very, very important 

Matter, because thit3 wallet is a wallet that was supposedly 
21 taken from the Li Bianca home, and we know what Linda 
22 Kasabian told us happened in connection with that wallet. 
23 	 And when this is done, somebody is putting us en.. 
24 	Somebody is Putting us on, and if there is any question, 
25 

if there is any clues-tit= about the interrogation as to whethe 

any other pictures were used, I am sure that audge Older will, 
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ttr  And before you went in there you 

It& 

114 

Yes. . 

Now, how long before you went to the 

read, back to Us every bit of that testimony. 

Now, as we go forward- I think we see the reason 

.why the,  prosecution has not documented the restroom the way 

.perhaps'it'could be dQcimented. We asked them the next 

question at Page 6480: 

114 	Mrs, Nasabian, directing your 

attention to that particular gas station,when 

you came in there the wallet.wasn't there? 

had told somebody about where the wallet was'? 

.gas station or were taken to the gas station did 

you desdribe the wallet to anyone after you were 

arrested? 

X didn't catch all of your question," 

The question was reread.. 

"THE WITNESS: I believe I described it 

to my:attorney. 

And then when was it that yOu 

despribedit to your attorney? 

"A. 	I'm not sure at which meeting. 

There were a number of meetings that they 

came to talk.  tO 	Et wasp near the beginning 

when I first got to Jail." 

1 	• 
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10.  
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frc And, which attorney was it that 

r14 

It could have been both, 

And in what month-  did you describe 

II Q 

, 
041. 	I dontt know. I just know it was 

neat,thpbeginning when I first got to jail, 

And'when did, you first come to 

I don't know, not very long after. 

How many weeks? 

don't know. 

Was'it two weeks, a month? 

I don't know, Mr. Xanarek. 

You don't remember that time? 

1 
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That would, be in December or certainly -- yes, 

in December of 1969: 

'you described it to or was it both? 

the' location of the wallet?" 

Looking at that question: 	. 

itq 	And in what month did you describe. 

the location of the wallet? 

. 7 jitocation of the wallet? 

"A.' 	You mean in the toilet tank? 

tra' Yes. 

Los Angeles:fit= New Hampg3hire? 

"A. ' 'The arst part of December, 

n4 	How soon after you came to 

Los Angeles did you describe it? 

000037
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- 

26.  

No." 

So there is sem:evidence that we can 

.use in connection with deciding this case, 

We suggest that matters pertaining to the wallet 

.are matters that are just unbelievable. 

The police officer who supposedly came to that 

Jos station is not brought to this courtroom. You don't have 

to go to Alabama to get him, and you'dOn't have to 	you 

don't have to. go to Albania to, get Ar, Fleisehma4 either, 

So, for what it may be worth, we feeI thpt what 

has occurred in COnnection with this testimony has some 

significance. 

Now, we have a 

Now, literally, when we go through this 

transcript in connection with Linda. Kaaabian, we have 

tried to pick the high lights  of testimony wherein she has 

been less than candid, wherein she has ,stated 	stated -- 

made statements which we think.indicate a lack of truthtulnes 

on her part. 

It so permeates her testimony that there are just 

there is just a succession of highlights. 

When we say highlights we are talking about, to 

use the word, jillions, just -,. the way sometimes we use 

that word. 

There are so many highlights, and there are so 

many -- there are 	zany instances of Linda Kasebian's 
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'114 

yes, Y did. 

What. did you take out of the truck/ 

of the truck, Mrs. Kasabian? 

About $5,000. 

And your state of mind was such that 

you knew that that money belonged to. whom? 

"A. 	At that time I believe that it belonged 

to everybody." 

111 

114 

lack of candor„ and testifying to matters affecting her 

credibility, that there is difficulty in determining which 

are the highlights, and there is one aspect of it, Page 

T,121, Volume 51, by Mr. Kanarekt 
114 	Mrs. Aasablat, did you, .go into the 

" truck the day atter you saw Tex, and take anything 

out of that truck? 

9,  

HA 	l took some 

Now*  remeMber thiP 

this is.vea up at Page 0.1220  

has testified concerning what 

money and a knife." ' 

is after she has testified --

this'll after Linda Xasabian 

she took from the truck and 

25 

5a 	• 26 

2 

4 

10 

' 	13 

14 

15 

1'6 

18 

 19 

20' 

zi , 

23 

24 

dr, 

her motivations 

examination was 
114 

HA.  

114 

fob going "to the. Spahn Manch which on _direst 

vastly.  different than on cross-examination: 

What did you take out of the truck? 

I took some money and a knife. 

And how Much money did you take out 

20,607 
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5a-1. • . 	1 

3 

4 

NQW$ we'llve Linda Rasabian wha has her --she 

has been to the Span, Mauch one. day, 

There may be sort of. ire, connection with, Whet 

the people at the Spaha Ranch talk about, - and. which 

happens., I gather in commune life from time to time,
, 
 is 

' 6  that everything belongs toererybody, 

	

7 	 So Linda Rasabiaa, is she being candid with 

8  us, because the test of •credibility is candor, straight- 

,forwardness. 

	

lo 	 Now, when she says that at the time I believe 

11 that it belonged towerybody, she is trying to convey to 

12 us that in, the time she met Gypsy, she says, the day . 
13 before, in that short period of time she had adopted what 

m  she wants us to believe is the philosophy of the people 
15 who lived at Spahn, Ranch, namely that everything that they 

16 had, like testimony concerning dune buggies and everything 

• 17 else, that everything belongs to everybody. 

Mid so she is -telling us -- is she telling us 

19  the truth in the answer to that question: 

	

29 	 ,t1  end your state of mind was such that you knew 

	

21 	 that that money belonged to 'whom? 

"A 	Alt that time? I believe it belonged 
23 
	

to everybody." 

- 	Is that a true statement? Did Linda Rasabian, 

when she took that money out of the truck, did Linda 

Kasai= believe that that money belonged to everybody? 
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We,suggest that she did net. 

We suggest that hey state of mind is a fact, 

just like the desk there in,frott of the bench* The fact 

that desk is it front of elilAsnizh, that is a fact. 
ff 

Her .state of mind,is dfact, and she is 

etanciated to us a fact, as a fact, when in fact, me know 

this is =true. 
7 

a 

9 , 

10 

11 . 

12 

13" 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21. 

22 

23 

.24 

25 

26 

°At that time I believed that it 
• 

	

belonged 	to everybody." 
	' 

Mrs. Xasabian, before you oversaw 

Gypsy or came out to the Spahn Ranch you knew 

of the existence of that $5,0000  right? 

	

"A. 	Yes." -- and again we must look at it 

in the context, in the context of this, this is after some 

days mhcre she had the opportunity earlier to tell us 

about what she took from the truck, and did not mention 

anything about this: 

	

.".) 	And you know that $5,000 belonged to 

Charles Melton), is that correct? 

	

".4), 	Well, ,it belonged to him but it was 

for all of us R  

that $5,000, your state of mind 

told you. was $5,000 that Ur. Helton had received 

from an inheritance, is that correct? 

	

".A. 	Yes,. 

And you know that that money was in 
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"the track, is that correct? 
VIA 	Yes. 
410 	You stole that money before you ever 

saw Xr. Manson, is that correct? 

"A 	Yes." 

And so she tells us once again, once again, 

when Linda Xasabian is in. a corner and has no other alterna-

tive, then she tells trs the obvious. 

She tells us the truth at that point. 

Mrs. Kasabian, the time — the very 

first time that you saw _Mr. Manson" 

will go back and start again. 

5a-3. 
1 

3 

4 

5 ' 

6 

 

 

 

• 

10' 

11 

:12 

11.41 	Mrs: Usabian, the time, the very 

first time you sat# Mx. lefOlson )  your motive arid 

your intent and your purpose was to go and ask 

Xanson to take you into the hills and hide you 

because you were afraid of the wrath of your 

husband and Mr. Kelton because of the money you 

tOOk, is that correct? 

"A 	I don't know if I asked him to bide 

me." 

That is Jaer answer ...to°  that question. 

"Q, 	You were', present in Mr. Manson's 

presence after you htid- tsken 	 thiS' 
r 

0,000, correct? 

"A 	Yes. 	 ' ti  

2, 	• 

13 

14 

15 

10. 
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up, 	And your purpose and your intent of 

being in Mr. Manson's presence was to try to get 

yourself hidden from Mr. Melton and your husband, 

is that correct? 

54,4 . 

2 

3 

4 
1t,11. 	I guess so. Ism not really sure." 

At lines 6 to 7 she states: 

"I don't know if I asked him to hide 

Line 15 shesays:. 
• 

sg4ss'sd, I'm not really sure." 

Line 

"You are not sure? 

-"A* I am not sure if l idked hum to hide 
A 

5 

6 

1 

8 • 

9 

10 

12 

13 . 

14 

15 My question is as to' your state of 

me. 
Q.  

'mind, Mrs. Xasabian, your thanking,. your purpose? 

"Your purpose was that you vanted to 

be somewhere where your husband and Mr. Melton 

couldn't get at you, right? 

"A 	I guess so." 

And if we take ourself out of this 

courtroom, take ourselves out of the occurrences 

of this courtroom and try to put ourselves into 

the human situation, that is involved there, there 

is no trial going On,. Linda Kasabian meets a boy 

that she likes, Mr. Watson, she knows she has 

10 
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$5,000, she wants to give this $5,000 to .Mr. Watson, so what 

dpes she do? She comes back over to the Spahr Ranch, and 

naturally when that money is gone, who do Mr. Melton and 

Mr. Kasabian think has the money? Obviously they think 

Linda Kasabian does because Linda Kasabian is no longer in 

the vicinity of the truck and no longer in the Topanga 

Canyon area. 

So if take ourselves and transpose ourselves 

into that human situation, and if we consider the 

relationship of the people, we suggest that there is some 

probability, that Linda Kasabian went to that ranch not 

because of Mr4 Manson and what a fantastic man he was, 

supposedly and, all of that. 

She went to the ranch for the reason that 

Linda Kasabian has motivated herself throughout her life-

tines  ,because  at a particular time and place it was very 

very good and convenient for Linda Kasabian to do what 

Linda'Kasabian wants to do. 

We see that throughout. Ve see that throughout 

the ease, that Linda Kasabian gets what Linda Kasabian 

wants. 
A 

She has managed to do, this throughout. these, 

'many years since she.  has left home. 

And so there is no question, it would seem,  

like, that .Linda Kasabian is going to the ranch for 

the _pixrpebe of hiding out. This is her purpose; 
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1'Q, 	Your purpose was that you wanted to 

be somewhere where your 'husband and lir. Melton 

couldatt get at you, right? 

	

"AA. 	I V.Iess so. 

	

"Q, 	When you say you guess so, you mean 

yea, don't you? Yoh know so? 

•"A 	I am. not Sure. I really dontt know. 

	

"Q? 	What is unclear in your mind about 

that? Why do you tell us that you don't know? 

	

'T,A 	If I went there to hide? 

	

",:t 	Yes. 

	

"A. 	I. dont understand." 

Now, we then come to the nest question, and 

we think that the panorama, of these proceedings is such that 

we can make another inference. 

Her next question, and then we go into her 

being a witch, and about drugs, what drugs did to her, 

and so. forth. 

We suggest, and the jury of course, the jury 

decides whether any of these suggestions have any merit. 

We remember Dr. Skrdla end Dr. Deering 

testifying -- testifying thqt Dianne Lake had a drug-
, 

induced psychosis 	reMember, we remember the 

	

testimony ,ofDr., 	Deering about 311,arate Lake. 	, 

They took a case history; they took a'4ase 

history of Dianne Lake.. They dint see Dianne Lake; they „ - 

• 
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2 

4 

U 

8. 

9 

10. 

	

didnkt see .her when she actually 	when, she actually 

was in this drug-induced psychosis type of state., 

-They saw her many months later, actually, just 

prior to the time o cowing here to testify in connection 

with matters pertaining to whether she could take the 

witness 4t4414 and testify. 

So they took these histories of all. of the 

people involved, and they came to the conclusion that 
4 

	

1 	, 

Pianne Lake had a drug-induced pSychosis. 

What we suggest :,S1,that certainly when . we 

get into the witch siOri of Linda 1(asabian, when we 
4 	, 

understand that ,she thought she Was a witch, when `she 

-daring this period of time, ve. suggest there is great 

probability that LindalCasa14.,an was, in the :throes of, 

a drug-induced psychosis. 

.H COURT: We will take 'our recess at this time, 

Xanarek. 

Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse with 

anyone or form or express any opinion regarding the case 

until it is finally submitted to you,. 

The court will recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess.) 
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TRE COURT; All counsel and juimare present. 

You may continue, Mrs Kanarek. , 
4- 	 ^ 

KANAREK; Certainly, I think we would agree 

that Linda Rasabian had a fantastic' drug intake., 

Certainly we have -- we can make the inference 

that because of the stab wounds that are involved in 

connection with these people, we can certainly infer what 

we have alluded to before, that these wounds being so 

many are of a very personal nature, and I think we can, 

taking the testimony of Dr. Skrdla and Dr. Deering, which 

is in this record, we can certainly feel that there is 

great probability that Linda Kasabian hada drug-Inclimed 

psychosis during these periods of time. 

And the reason we say that, the reason we say 

that is from the evidence, from the evidence which we 

can have read back. 

She thought she was a witch. 

	

For instance, I mean these •-• without 	and 

going into detail, what Linda Kasabian stated, any of it 

can be read back tows. But there is such a volume of 

it, .its like an ocean, it's,  like at mountain, it's there. 

And we remember all of her statements, 

And she did say she was Yana the Mitch. She 

stated -- she stated the types of things, the types of 

questions, and she answered the types of questions in such 

a way that it could. almost be like one of the doctors taking 
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a case history. 

NOw, these doctors evidently, in connection with 

this type of diagnosis that was made by Dr. Skrdla and 

Dr. Deering, these doctors make their diagnoses based upon 

case histories, and the fact that Linda Xasabian didn't 

end up in a hospital or something of that type, that. is 

coincidental because Dianne Lake ended up in Patton "after 

she was arrested. 

Dianne Lake became a. subject of conservator-

Ship, and we have seen and heard about, in this courtroom, 

in this connection with the events which oc0Orred at or. 

12: about the time she was arrested' 

13 	 And the doctOis, when they examined her, 

14 Dianne Lake, as we certainly.-- certainly anyone of ua 

is would say when she was on that witness stand that she 

16 that she made a good appearance, and What words she 

17  uttered were words that er- at least they were one right 

to after the other. 

They seemed to have a certain amount of 

cohesion to them. 

But that goes not tuean that the doctors did 

not say she had a drui4nciuted psychosis some months 

before. It would he'Amxing the sUMmer of 190.. And • 

really, what we are interested in, of course we are 

interested in the credibility Ofa-witness ries he Or sh4 

sits on the witness stand, but aren't we also interested 
, 

I 
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in the,ahility of that witness .to perceive matters at the 

very times that we are speaking 92?, 

. tIow, fOr that .iv may be worth, for What it 

may be worth there'.arge.:tWo aspects of ,Linda .Katabiant.s 
• $ 

intake that are 'significant. 

One is the nature of tileSe woUnd„s, the lagure 

of these wounds. 

It appears to be• like we said, a' Very pericinal 

type of wound, and we could certainly infer that the 

people or persons who inflicted those wounds were under 

the influence of some drug,, some narcotic, some chemical 

in their body, driving them to do,  'what they did. 

Is this unreasonable? Is this unreasonable 

in the context of these proceedings? 

Is this unreasonable in the context of the 

type of drugs and chemicals that Linda Kasabian has taken 

into her body continuously for many years, and she says 

she took it only once during the time she was at Spahn 

Ranch, 

She smoked marijuana thousands of times, but • 

in, connection with LSD only once. 

This is the circumstance, and the .circumstance 

is that if she took it, if she took it all of those years 

before, and she had this course of .conduct, there is no 

reason why she would not have that course of conduct 

during the month or so that she says she was at the Spahn 
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Ranch. 

And it is very reasonable to assume that these 

wounds were inflicted by drug-crazed individuals and by-

drug-crazed people, and they are {very personal. 

And certainly Mr.' Manson, the prosecution states, 

wasn1't •even present 	the prosecution states that he wasn't 

even present during the time that any of these events took 

Now, directing our attention -- let's direct 

our attention first to some comments Of Dr. beerfng.' 

Vor instance, at page 17,619: 

And can you think of what effect this 

would have upon the words that the uttered from the 

Witness stand? What effect would this have upon 

the workings of her mind, generally, the flashback?* 

Letts go back one question: 

oq 	Ho, we dont all respond the same way, 

will certainly agree to that. 

"But is it medically possible for a 

person who had the kind of exposure to LSD that 

Dianne Lake had to have that LSD, the intake of 

LSD, that she has consumed, affect her when she 

on the 'witness Stand? 

flA. 	It is possible.° 

. So certainly what we are saying, that certainly 

the doctor would make the same kind Of answers in connection 
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with Linda Kasabian: 

"Q 	And can you think of what effect 

this would have upon the words that she uttered 

from the witness stand? What effeet would this 

have won the workings of her mind, generally, 

the flashback? 

tiA 	As I mentioned before, it is a sensory 

sort of thing, a sensation sort of phenomenon, 

seeing things, hearing things, feeling things, 

smelling things. 

"Q 	And so, tt is possible for someone to 

have this kind of feeling and not let the person 

around or the people around him or her know that 

they are having it? 

"A 	Yes, just as it is possible for a 

'-schizophrenic to hear voices and people around 

ate not aware of them." 

And: we will recall that Linda: Kasabian testified, 

I'm sure that we will recall she testified for instance in  

connection with the part of her body felt detached from 'her,.. 

where she was, actually physically  

In her mind she thought her body was detached. 

She thought, without going into all of that, we certainly 

remember what Linda Kasabian said about what effect these 

things bad on her mind, on her thinking. 

Well, what does that miait in thin context? 
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The doctors say that some of these things tan 

affect the person actually while they axe on the witness 

stand, and it would be -- it would not be observable to us. 

In other words, a person.-- the purport, we 

suggest of what we are alluding to here, and if somebody 

else thinks, differently, certainly the record is here and 

we may have -- there may be differences of opinion about 

this, but we think that this record does show that this 

inteke of drugs has the effect, has the effect of -- has 

the effect -- it affects the credibility of the person 

as he or she sits on the witness stand. 

With what Linda Kasabian has taken into her 

body, this is certainly a factor that we must -consider in 

connection with credibility. 

We would probably do that anyway, if we did 

not have 'the benefit in this record of Dr.Deering and Dr. 

Skrdla. 

o we have the effect of credibility as the 

person is on the witness stand, and then we have the added 

effect of the perceptive ability of the person at the time 

that the alleged events are occurring, the two days, the 

time at the ranch, the time that Linda Kasabian -- the times .  

that Linda Kasabian has testified to. 

For instance, this next question: 

Rr 
	

So, while Dianne Lake was on this. witness 

stands  Doctor, it would be possible for her to be 
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"having some kind of reaction due to LSD intake that 

she had, and it wouldnit be conveyed to us, right? 
"A 	It is possible." 

And then*  now: 

"q 	You spoke with bliss Lake for about an 

hour and fifty minutes, is that correct, Doctor? 

"A Yes." 

Now, he spoke -- we spoke -- maybe it's practiding 

medicine without a license, I don't know, but we spoke it 

this courtroom, all of vs heard a lot more than an blur and 

fifty minutes concerning Linda Kasabian. 

4 .  

5 

6 

7 

8 

11 

• 
6. fls. 

12 	 We got a case history in her regard, as far ,a4 

she was concerned that was much mote extensive than that 13 

14  ,which Dr. Deering got from Dianne Lake. 
. 
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And so, for whatever that may be 'Worth, hire 

the doctor, based upcin this hour and fifty minutes, has 

told us, no question, after studying the records and 

speaking to her, that she had what he called a drug-

induced psychosis back at some earlier time. 

Then he also told us that there is a difference 

between, A neurosis and a psychosis. 

Dr, Skrdla also discussed various matters 

involving the workings of the human mind. 

for what it may be worth, there is no 

question but what this is a factor to be considered,, pot 

only in connection with these actual crimes alleged, but 

also in connection with, credibility. 

And the interesting thing is that since the 
4 

Court is going to t41* that Linda Kasabian is an 

"accomplice as a matter' of law 	a, matter of law -- 

it means that Linda Kasabian is deemed to be a perSon 

who has done certain things that we. know about in this. • - 
courtroom, She has been a participant in certain things 

that we know about in this courtroOMc 

Now, the prosecution in this case is going to --

t mean, we,  think this is a possibility ....-,apeak to Us. 

again. That is an actuality. But the possibility is that 

in connection with this matter of drugs, as to Linda 

Kasabian, the prosecution may have 'some words to say. 

And it would seem like that what we might -- 
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what we would ask and request is that when we Are listening 

to .the prosecution, that each of us .be sort of a committee 

of one to .see what answers or what'ppiras with Mr. Shinn 
• .1 

or Mr. Fitzgerald or Mr..Keith .0i myself, perhaps, what 

points would we raise to counter? Because we dont t,,have 

another opportunity to speak after the prosecution speaks. 

• And if we could think. of ;the_ prosecution' a 

oOmments in that regard, it might be helpful to come to 

.some kind of a realization as to the worth or the merits 

of whatever the. prqsecution may be saying. 

At' page 17,623. 

"Now, did Miss Lake tell yout  Doctor, 

that she, sometime during the summer of 1969, was 

living at Spahn Ranch? 

"Yes." 

Now, that -could be Linda Xasabian 

"And did she tell you that at some time 

during the summer of 1969 she relocated and lived 

elsewhere? 

"Yes." 

Now, in Dianne Lake's Case x, Dianne Lake went 

to the desert. In Linda Kasabian's case, she fled the 

State of California after participatingin seven murders. 

Now, again looking to see if' there is, any kind-

of similarity. Page, 17.5 624. 

"Did you ask her ,aboUt her taking of 
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"LSD? 

"'A 	yes. 

What did she tell you concerning 

the taking of LSD during the year 1969? 

"Well, she said, as to the use of 

all the drugs, the marijuana, the LSD, that at times 

they 'were used fairly heavily and at times they weret 

used at all; that as I recall, she said she had only 

taken the drugs a fejt times in the month of September 

and October of 1969.." 
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And there we have a strange-parallel; Dianne 

Lake, who the record reveals is a very suggestible girl, 

takes a very small amount of drugs, she says,'  at times 

that .are important to what goes do in this tourtrdOpli 

Similarly, Linda Kasabian, another prosecution witneas, 

says she only took LSD once during times when she was 

'present,' supposedly, at times that are important in this 

courtroom. 

"TM WITMSS: You asked about the tanCh. 

,It was a place called the canyon. I believe that 

is where they were staying. 

"In the s;Immer of 1965? 

'Yes. 

'Does it say what canyon? 

"No. Just the canyon. 

"She said she was living there in the 

canyon? 

"Yes. 

"I don't see there I made the notes. 

"Wells  here is the use of drugs, I 

am. sorry. 	 A 

1 

"''Marijuana made me Laugh. I could 

smell better alid.see batter.," 	
" 

And I am Sure tha6i*viil recall thitt'Un411 

Kasabian stated that undet L$D she had God-realization.  
• 

She stated this was one'of the effeCtS4. 	 • wj  

6a-1 
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Well, what does that mean? What does that 

mean in connection with the credibility of Linda Kasabian7 

She testified as to many things that she 

allegedly saw and that she allegedly thought of while 

she was under the influence of LSD and while she was 

under the influence of marijuana. 

"Just answer that question, if you 

would, Doctor. 

"I dont see where it is. here. 

"However, I think that is what she told 

me, that she had only used it a couple of times 

delring that time. 

"You told us that she told you she had 

used it several times? 

"Yes. 

"During that period of time that you 

said was September and October; is that right? 

"A 	Yes." 

Then the next question: 

"Nour, do you have an opinion, Doctor, 

as to whether or not it is possible for a person 

who ingests LSD for a long period of time to have, 

as a result of that ingestion of LSD, delusions? 

"I think it tinlikely, except when under 

the influence of drUgs, unless one is schizoobrente 

to start out with." 
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'Except when under the influence of 

drugs." Delusions. 

	

3 
	 Now, what does that mean? 

	

4 
	 A delusion, I think we will agree',. is where 

the mind perceives facts that don't exist. 

	

6 
	 For instance, when someone steps out of a 13- 

7 ' story 	at the 13-story level, and thinks that they are 

	

8 
	just stepping off of a curb. they are under a delusion, 

	

9 
	and they get killed, because their mind tells them that 

	

10 
	a certain set of facts that is there are facts consistent 

with stepping off the curb, when, in fact,'it is 13 stories 

	

6b fls. n 
	up, and they perish. 
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Now, the peOple -- we can certainly feel there 

is -SOW probability that the nature of these deaths is 

such that drugs were involved, that drugs were involved, 

and if drugs were involved, there is some probability that 

the people who had ingested those drugs were under the 

influence of some kind of a false delusion. For whatever 

that may be worth. 

But this is what the doctor tells us. And this 

principle certainly-applies to Linda (asabian when we 
P 

consider the,drug7oriented life that she has led, 

flieil',:would you- explain that, Doctor? 
, 
"Well, people tutri to ,.drugs because Of 

anxieties, inner problems; and certainly severe 

mental illness is a cause of great' discomfort to " 
, 

people. 

"I think thatt - people who are basically 

schizophrenic or schizoid do turn, to drugs often, 

and I think this often dOes uncover a basic underlying 

schizophrenia, 

"But 1 think the delusional part, if 

one had it, would be,  schizophrenic and not due- to 

LD. 

"Does the literature that you hive studied 

Doctor, reflect that under the influence of List, a 

person, a subject„ may lose touch with reality such 

that they may assume certain things to be factual' 

.s• 
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"under the influence of LSD when, in fact, those 

facts don't exist? 

"Yes. I think thiS is a Sensory thine, 

Visions, hallucinations, are 'Unreal, bUt ,to the-

person under the influence of the drng, they may 

seem very real." 

So, what it boils down to is that there is 

great probability, there is great probability that on these 

nights, and other nights, that Linda Kesabian was under the 

influence of dtuge, and while under the influence of drugs 

Linda Kasabian didighatever she did. 

And so, not only is there this as more than a. 

possibility, we urge, but actually .a probability, and there 

is also the feet of her inability to perceive, her inability 

to react, the delusional nature of whatever was going on 

in her, mind. 

And these are matters which are in the record 

here), and Which I am sure that Judge Older would have 

reed back to us if any of us have any question concerning 

whether or not these matters are as we are relating them. 

"They .may." 

I am sorry. Referring to the last question. 

"They 'may." That is the answer. 

"They may." 

Lett s get the question again so that we get 

the contetti 

,14 

15 
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"And a persoalsay act on a certain set 

of facts 'which the person thinIca is, in reality, 

occurring, Based ilpon chat their particular mind 

may see whiie 'und'er the irkfluence of LSD?, 	$ 

"A 	They may. 

"One might kiss a vrsion, for example. 
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And this.  is Dr. Deering speaking. 

"GI And One might step out of a window a 

some height, thinking it was. just one step to the 

ground; is that correct? 

."Yes. 

"Does this phenomenon also occur by way 

of flasbbick, the same effect? 

"It can. 

"Now, Doctor, as you sit there on the 

witness stand, can you tell us -- 

"First of all, let me withdraw that 

and ask you another question. 

"Do you have an opinion, Doctor, or 

do you have enough information., have you been 

given enough scientific information, enough 

scientific ,data, so that you can have an opinion 

as to whether or not Dianne Lake was psychOtic in  
August, September,. October, November and December 

of 1969? 

"Continuously 	chotic? 

"psychotic?" 
- , 

This is the question:  

"P spell° tic? 

"A 	I have said she Was." 

in other words, based upon, and we all 

remembers  certainly, the gist of what occurred in connection 
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with Dianne Lake, we all remember that -- and D. Deering 

says she was psychotic, 

Now, a psychoiis„ as the doctors have told ua, 

is a major mental disturbance. And that is what the 

trial is all about, the testimony from the witness stand. 

We have 19,000 -- 20,000 	pages of it. 

And so, when we integrate this factor into what 

we have to consider here, we Past come to the conclusion . 	1 	 4 

when we have our principles of reasonable. doubt, burden of 

proof, and all of that, we must come to a conclusion that 

certainly, certainly, these, art, matters to'beicotaideite4.; 

These Are matters which are of great significance .n , 

connection. with the credibility of these witnesses.. 

Now, the prosecution is going to say, is going 

to tell us*  the prosecution is going to tell us and they 

are going to emphasize that in connection with the 

corroboration of an accomplice, that that corroboration need 

only be slight. 

The word "slight" is in there ,. 

Now, what is slight2 

And I ant sure that the proSecutiOni  although 

they didn't talk about the law in their first address to 

you, there is some probability that they will discuss the 

law in their closing argument because some of these matters 

have come up. So, they are going to argue that only alight 

evidence is necessary to corroborate a witness who is an 
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accomplice. 

Of course, everything ,else comes into-play,. 

The fact that the witness, that there is this aspect of 

corroboration, that doesn't mean that we forget everything 

about credibility and everything that we have discussed. 

As a matter of fact, -itmakes the credibility 

factor more and more intense as far as a deficit*  from 

the prosecution's viewpoint, as far as the prosecution'' a. 

viewpoint in this, case is concerned. 

e 
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Because if -- lees say someone had no mental 

problems, bad no drug intake, had nothing, Just .a- plain 
2 

old witness as far as drug intake and schizophrenia, or 

Whatever it might be. Let's say that is never brought up 

in the trial. Let's say that that happens. Men, the 

rule of corroboration as to a witness such as that is 
.6 

something that has more significance, because the only 

thing you have to worry about is in connection with the 

witness being an accoMplite. That is all you have to 

worry about because there is no mental problem in the 

hypothetical case we have spoken of. 

But in this case, not only do we have the 

fact that the person is an accomplice as a matter of law, 

we have the added credibility factors that we have spoken 

of. 

So, these are matters that probably should be 

given some consideration. in view of the fact that the 

prosecution has the burden to prove a defendant guilty 

beyond a reasonable doubt and to a moral certainty. 

And there are same grave questions here that 

involve not only the witness Linda Iasabian, but other 

witnesses. 

Now, the prosecution is going eta say, they 

are going to emphasize and they are going to harp on the 

fact that the corroboration has to be slight. 

Well, what is slight in the context of a 

24- 
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2 

4 

8 

particular case is up to the jury to decide 

What is slight in connection with a person who 

has no mental problem, a person who has no credibility 

problems, other than being an accomplice, that is one 

thing. flat tt is something completely different as to 

what is slight, we think, when you have a witness like 

Linda Kasabian, because of the factors of the matters 

that we have Spoken of. 

Now, Linda Kasabian has told us, she gives 

these fantastic statements which defy -- defy -- reason. 

At page .6934: 

"Directing your attention to the time 

that you say you, mere in an automobile and you 

heard conversation concerning killing 	is that 

correct? 

"Yes. 

"On 'the second night. 

"Noir, at that: time, Mrs& Kasabi4n ha 

you forgotten about the events of the previous 

night? 

"I am not sure. I don't remember think- 
. 

ing about them." 

Now, remember, Linda Kasabian tells us that 

the was at the Tate residence. She tells us that she knew 

all about everything from TV. 'She tells us that she was 

there and she saw it all. And she tells us she doesn't 

.. • 
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remember thinking about -what had occurred on the previous 

night. 

T that reasonable? Can we believe, cat we use 

LL the testimony of a witness, 'whatever her thinking and motivt-'  
tiara , 	maybe, who could forget the type of thing that we have 

'Vent six months here talking about? 

If she couldn't think about it, couldn't remember 7 
it in the space of a few hours -- this is what she says 

9 if this is so, is that significant in determining het 

/0  credibility? 

a 

°That is, you don't remember, on the 

second night, thinking about the events of the 

previous night? 

"Is that correct? 

°Yes,'" 

U 
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Now, there was, some colloquy then at page 

6935. 

"flaying, in min Mrs-. Kasabian 	you 

say you left the Spahr itanCh ox tb,is night, and 

you 'went to Pasadena;, you say, 
4' 

"Now, when you l'e4t the ̀ 5pahn Ranch. 
* 

on 4 

the night that you went to Pasadena, did you have 

in: mind, as you left the te'lich„ what bad occurred. . 

• the previous night'? 
•, 

"Yes, I think I'Jidi". 

On the previous page she tells us that she 

didni t --- "That is, you *kil t 'remember on the second night 

thinking about the events of the previous night?" 

And she said "Yes" at page 6934. 

At page 6935, she says, "Yes, I think I did." 

Does this kin.d,of testimony, is there any 	• 

significance to it in determining the credibility of I;.inda 

Kasabian? 

These are the questions, these are some 

of the questions that we have to answer in connection with 

determining her credibility. 

Now, there 	in Linda Kasabian's testimony, 

there is ixi Linda Kasabiant  s testimony and throughout her 

testimony, a certain, I don't know what the best way is 

to describe it, but there is A certain what we have spoken 

of as identification. with the prosecution. 
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Now, here, we have here some physical evidence, 

we think, which is something that we should talk about 

briefly. 

Here we have this People's Exhibit 70. Pardon 

me. People's Exhibit 241. This is the thong. 

And we have here, these are the wires that we 
4 

all have heard testimony. about concerning the La Biancas. 

Now, there is ttie fact of these exhibits, the 

pxesenee of these exhibits;  which again, :we think, we, 

should be aware and careful about in connection with the 

rule on corroboration, because th'eSe are powerful' exhibits. 

That is, they are emotional exhibits. 

And when we realize the damage to human beings 

that have occurred because of these exhibits, we may, 

all of us being flesh and blood people, we may view them 

with a perspective that is different than what our 

intellect tells us is the approach that we should take. 

Because there is nothing, nothing, nothing 

to connect these exhibits with Mr. Manson. 

There is nothing to connect him, with these 

exhibits because there is this law of corroboration, and 

in view of what we have spoken about up here, it is an 

important protection, it protects all of us, ail of usl  

from inflammatory evidence. 

Because these pieces of evidence, being the 

evidence showing and having been connected with the 
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.physical appearance of Mr. and Mrs. La Bianca, and there 

being no question that these are the results of criminal 

agency there is nothing,to connect them to Mr. Manson. 

The fact of the matter is that we can't even 

add them to our chart because there is nothing whatsoever 

except for the thongs which are in evidence. 

These thohgs are in evidence. And when we look 

at what the prosecution has done here to torture, to torture 

an equation as to these thongs, we realize that Mr. Manson. 

is a person who had no connection'Vith it. 

Because the thongs that they have introduced 

into evidence bete ate no different;,` ire no different than 
_ 	• 

the thongs that we see all around us in the streets of Los 

Angelesi 

And this isn t just idle chatter. 
v. 

- Linda Kasabianl s thong is not here. • 

This is Linda Kasabian's thong, the thong that 

bound Mr. La Bianca, the missing Linda Kasabian thong: 

This is' what it is. 

Now, the prosecution would have use believe 

otherwise. But the fact of the matter is that the afTeatame 

- take those thongs when you are in the jury room , and try 

'to make your eye a microscope and Look at the cross section, 

look at the cross section, and see whether or not, ,whether - 

or not, the prosecution could have run a biopsy, so to speak, 

a microscopic study. 

And maybe they did. 

.• 
. 	• 
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So, when the are deciding this case, this 

particular exhibit, this particular exhibit, No. 241, is 

an exhibit. which has been 	because the Coroner has to 

remove the exhibit from the body in order to perform what-

ever work he has to perform, this exhibit is the exhibit, 

Peoples txhibit 9; this was there. 

,And when we are .discussing this in the jury 

room, thinking of the size of Mr. La Bizuqest and Mrs. La 
• - 

Bianca being present in the, house unbOund, no part of her 

is botind, 

Could Mi. Manson .arse '.done this? 

And again, there to not a reasonable inference. 

The law of circumstantial evidende:Says if there is 

reasonable inference, one direction, and another teaSOnable 

inference the other direction, we must take' that 'which we 

declare to be innocence. 

But in this caie it not even reasonable. 

The prosecution 	the prosecution 'reaching for 

.a result that they want in this case is epitomized in these 

two exhibits, People's 241 and People's 9. 

• Come to think about these wires., 14t. Watson 

is 'supposed to be a man who operates dune buggies, works 

on dune buggies. 

You might think .about the cutting of this Wire. 

is that a professional job Is that done by somebody -

.People's No. 239 -- is that done by somebody who works 
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around wires, who works around dune buggies, works around 

generators and all of the wires that come off of the 

electrical system that connects the electrical system of 

an automobile to other parts of the automobile, with the 

lights, and whatever? 

This is the factor to be considered. 

This is Exhibit 228. 

Was this done by someone -- was this done .by 

someone who is sophisticated in connection with automobiles 

and the fixings of automobiles and the fixings of electrical 

systems? 

We know frotathe prosecutioes evidence, from 

people -who are not accomplices, that bird,  Manson is a person 

who is .a talker. Evident* .he it tot very mechanical*: 

minded. lie talks a lot.. 

Now, we get into a -* I 'Suppose all :of us at 

some time or other, all of us at some time or other have 

some kind of a moral Obligation in ctimtection with Vie6iaiii.! 

Now, in what we are speaking of now, we do not.— 

we do not accept 	we do not accept the statement that Mr. 

Flynn suppOsedly said' that 1.4*. Manson said. 

rirst'of all, first of all we feel that that 

tape recording, Purported tape recording purporting --

Purporting to substantiate Mt. Flynn -- the whole subject 

matter surrounding that -- the whOle atmosphere surround-

ing that speaks of fraud, over•reaching. 
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It speaks of an attempt to create an artificial 

-- an artificial rehabilitation of a witness because we 

must remember we are dealing -- we are dealing with people 

who, are sophisticated. They know the law, 

1 am speaking now of law enforcement and the 

prosecutors. 

It is like the case o Ilary Eugenia Serrat. 

The •conspiracy, the guilt is decided in adVance„ and then 

we have to fill in the gaps. 

And so in connection with this purported tape 

recording that was presented here, the context of these 

proceedings, we can certainly assume that this is a 

staged type of authentication. 

Pat over and above that)  over and above that, 

because we don't have any opportunity to- speak to you 

again, after the prosecution,speaks, I suppose ail of us 

have some kind of a moral feeling about Vietnam, whatever 

it may be, and the prosecution is going to say, "Well, 

the defense spoke of this and therefore -- therefore, wog"— 

I'm sure that we don't have to get into 

specifics of it)  but the general tenor is going to. be, 

"Weil, why will we speak about -- why will we apeak about 

this statement if we don't believe it happened?" 

Well, because in these discussions we feel that 

'we should diseuis matters, and we can discuss matters without 

' the necessity of authenticating or believing or saying that 
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something happened. 

But just for the sake of argument, kind of 

discussing, ue owe it to youafter -six months of incarcera.,  

tion that the jury has been in, Ihink we have the duty to 

speak 'candidly.. 

It is a very unique group of people that will 

devote themselves to this' kind of work for this kind of 

time and for this kind of pay. 

So I think that we have an obligation to speak, 

and the fact is, and I'm sure we all have the moral obliga-

tion. to talk about the VietnadCWar. 

And again, this purported statement as to Mr. 

Manson, this•purported statement about responsibile for 

the killings, kind of thing. 

Let's look -- let's look at the tape recording 

itself. 

On page 12,6794  we think -- 

"VOICZ: All right no W4 did you ever hear him 

say, anything aboUtthl  Tate 'killing or anything like 

tha 
	• 

t?" 

That is 'the voice 'on the'tape, and of course 

this is not -- this is not a tape oCKr.Vanson*  we all ,  

agree, this is the tape Supposedly of 1r.. Flynn. 

And again,, Mr. Flynn, although we don ft " 

don't feel that Mr. Flynn, for whatever his reasons may 

be, he is not the type of witness that Mr. Jakobson was. 
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Mr. Flynn was right on the scene. I mean, Mr. 

Flynn, during this period of time was right there at the 

ranch, if'there was any kind of a conspiracy, if we have 

spoken about how he went to jail and he attributed that 

to Mr. Manson and all of that, but then, in connection with 

this tit:motion: 

"An right, now, did you ever hear him 

say anything about the Tate killing or anything like 

that? 

"Well, sort' of, you know. he never 

mentioned anything to me about it, you see, but I 

know at one time I came in the kitchen, you know, 

144143 doing some 'heavy work outside." 

-And we heard all of what was said on this tape, 

and the Court will allow us to listen to it, actually hear 

the voices. 

But the thing that is significant here is the 

Page 12,680; 

"Well, I can't recall too 'well whether 

it was before or after the raid, you know." 

This is what the tapp'says. 

Now, whatever, this statement at this time that 

this tape is made speaks of 	he doepn't know whether it: 

is before or after the raid, 

Now, this tape was purportedly made in December' 
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1969, which Vas prior to the time that Mr. Manson, 

that Mr. Manson 	it was prior to the time that Mr. Manson. 

and everyone came to this court, and prior to the time that 

the court proceedings started, and prior to the time 

obviously that Juan Plynn testified in this courtroom. 
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Now, Juan Flynn at the time that he testified 

in the courtroom concerning this, and when, he was here 

he stated, he made this statement occur very close to the 

time of the incidents. 

In fact, he Makes the statements, as we have 

spoken of them, he makes the statements a couple of days, 

which would be before the 16th, because if these events 

happened on the 8th through the 10th, when he is in court 

testifying of talks about a couple of days afterwards 

that he heard this. 

When he says what he purportedly said on the 

tape, he gays he doesn't know whether it's before or after 

the raid. 

So after the raid would be after June, or 

after August 16th, which would be -- which would be of 

course a lot more than just a couple or 
.
a few days after 

the date involved. 

Now, again, looking at the reasonableness, And 

forgetting -- forgetting, what we allege, what we state is 

synthetic evidence because -- because of all the matters 

surrounding my being called to come down there and be Mr. 

Flynn's attorney. 

R. BUGLIOSI: That is a misstatement, your Honor, 

there is no evidence .on that. 

Wits 'UNARM It is a fair inference, your Holum. 

THE COURT: The objection is sustained. The jury 
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1 

4 

is admonished to disregard that statement. 

MR. KAMM The inference, 'we suggest/  can be made/  

the inference can be made certainly that in connection with. 

Mr. Flynn, 14r. Flynn said that he wanted to get into. jail. 

Then after he wants to get into jail, he gets out of jail. 

And Mr.Flynn did not ask to remain in jail. 

These are circumstances that we can consider in' 

this case* 

6- 

.7 

.12 

13 

• 14 we can reject that. 

9 

10 

11 

Supposedly he,  wanted to go to jai.. We think 

we think that this wanting to go to jail was synthetig, 

synthetic; that it was calculated to attempt somehow or 

other 	tlet: me in connection with sir. Flynn. 

That is a circumstance. We can consider that or 

is 	 The fact of the matter is that the prosecution 

16 in connection, with -- for instance — having Mr• Flynn, 

asking 14r., Fly= certain questions;  about my telling him not 

18  • 

 

to say anything. 	 • 

19 

 

Well, 	connection =-,!-4 not to discuss it and 

so forth -4-- this is what lawyers do- in 'Connection With:fjuat--4 

21 this is, part and parcel of legal advice that lawyers give 

22.  • people throughout the Western 'worid:eyery;day of tfte week. '.  

.23 	 The.prosecution tried tO get the implication:, 
. 	• 

24 IRA they did not pursue it, if we will remetober.• 

25, 	 The prosecution let it drop, let it die after 

26 :the statement was made and 'Mr. Kauarek told him not. to• say 

.20 
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Z anything. 

2 	 But the prosecution did not pursue it as to what 

3-  case Zir. Kanarek, told him not to say anything. 

' 4 

	

	 The prosecution did not pursue it as 140 whether 

Mr. ganarek told him not, to say anytbang in connection with 
t 

6  the Tate-La Bianca casd' or whether Mr. Kanarek told him not 
; 	t 

to say anything in conne tion. with the matter he was, purported 
, 

in jail for. 

9, 	 And it there was any kind of impropriety, •it 

19: a cinch that, it *would have been laid out harm in spades.. 

And so9  we can reasonably. i'nfer that this;  is 

especially, in view of the intensity of the prosecution and 

18 law enforcement in these, proceedings, this was, a matter 

'14 • Vhieh,V20.0 14id out here. It was the kind of situation: `which 

16 was ,created, and the architects of 	were.Iaw enforcement 

a6  ' and the prosecution. ' 

Mr‘ Flynn ask-s to go to jail, and without any 

'18  reluctance Mr. Flynn leaves jail. 

19 

	

	 $.o his fear, hig great fear is a synthetic fear. 

Those are-the circumstances; Those are much more important, 

those Circumstances, we suggest, are moth more important 

than the words uttered. 

23 

	

	 The same way that the circumstances are much 

t4  more important than the words that were purportedly uttered 

on this tape. 
.26 	 First of 414 the Court is ping to instruct 
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us that an Oral admission, or a purported oral confession must 

be viewed with caution. 

This is what the Court is going to instruct US. 

And there is a real reason for it because of 

this kind -- this kind of .oharade., this kind of practice 

that the District Attorney and the prosecution have dOne 

this case in connection withltr.'Flynn„ that purported 

admission and confessions Must be,vieved with caution. 

And of course when.PeOple, speak about killings, . 

in the context. of our. life toiay5  we are responsibile for 

those killings or these killings,ailA.allofthat, And the . 

inability of a person, the inability of a'person to be a 

phonograph,' the inability of the other,perOon to be ..n  tape 

16 

14 recorder, because this is not a tape recorder of Mr. Manson. 

This'is a purported tape recording a* Mr. Flynn. 
. 	, 

And the repetition, and so forth, whenkti Flynn 

17 has this antagonism towards Mr. Manson, the fact of the matter 

18 is that what is said here, what is purported to be said here 

are words that we have to look at. 

20 	
We are- not suggesting that we not consider it, 

21 :but we say that a ftev considering it, after looking at all 

22 of the circumstances and all of the motivations 9f the 

prosecution in this case, all of what the prOsecutiOn has 

24: done in terms of, for instance, Dianne Lake, we only haft 

the, iceberg, the small iceberg out of the water that we have 

spoken of, whether there was a recording about the crime of 

19 

.23, 

26 
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the century:, the gas chamber and so forth. 

These are the kinds of circumstances that we 

must consider exist in connection with these purported 

statements that attributed to Mr. Manson. 

The fact of the matter is — the fact of the 

matter it that Mr. Flynn •In 

7 	 Mr. Flynn, if this had occurred, if this had 

8. -occurred to anyone of us, what would we have done in the 

9 circumstances? What would we have done if we had heard these 

Yo words, even though Mr. Flynn was not Mr. Jakobson, like we 

ix  said, he may not have all of the attributes of Mr. Jakobson 

12 or the attributes of Mr. Jakobson. 

The fact remains that if this kind of statement 

14 had been made by Mr. MansOn, Mr. Flynn would have done 

Something about it long before, long before the discussion 

10  that he supposedly had with Officer Steuber. 

17 	 And we also must recall Mr. Flynn's motivation, 

7b 	18  Mr. Flynn."s motivation, his trying to get Mr. Manson. 
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For instance, when he said from the witness 

stand here, he says that .he did not telt it to the police 

officers, 'he says, because he wanted to bring it here, 

right here, 'meaning, that he wanted to 	that he was .  

hardly Dr. Noguchi 'or Dr. Katsuyama, as far as being an 

objective witness as concerned. 

He wanted to bring it right here to the 

courtrooM0, he says. 

And the fact of the matter is that Mr. Flynn 

is motivated in connection with what he says in this 

courtroom. 

Can we believe what is said here? Was there 

any reason for Mr Flynn to be motivated when he .uttered 

these statements that he supposedly uttered to Mr. Steuber. 

These are some of the factors that we have to 

consider. We have to consider the fact that he was 

getting paid money. 

He was getting paid by' these literary people. 

All of these go to determining whether Or not -- whether 

or not these purported statements have any significance. 

Then on top of it all, and it makes an 

interesting problem in logic, in applying the law to the 

fact, is this a confession? 

When somebody says, as we have spoken of, when 

somebody says they are responsible foralling, is it .a 

confession? 
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18 

19 

go. 

21 

' 23  

24. • 

25 

26 

Is'that a confession? Because in Order to be 

a confession it has to. stand on its own feet. It must be 

a statement thaf where the declarant, the pertion saying it, 

the defendant, if you will, makes statements that include 

all of the aspects of the crime. 

There must be premeditation. There must be --

to be' first degree =vier we all agree it h44 to be 

premeditated. 

There must be ascertained people. 

Thera must be malice aforethought even though 

the prosecution' tells us aforethought is an ancient word, 

that it is an ancient word, and we should not use it any 

more. 

. But the Court is going to make it part of our 

instructions. 

There has to be malice;aforethought. 

And so certainly 4, is*itement that "I am respond.- 

for the killing's° jusi 'as a nice, logical problem, 
w • 

segregate that siatemint., take if #way,from, this: Osel  

just look at it. 

BecaUse a confess4n, 4- we knovelighat a-con4  ? 

fetsion is4 .A confession is Inhere' somebody says that 

"I did this and. I did this and I did this and I 'did that 

anALI thought about it and then I went out and I bought the 

:.gun and I went and did this, that and the other tang and 

I went over there and I did this', and I did that..." 

bie 
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It gives the details; that is a confession. 

Now, I am, sure the prosecution is going to 

argue that this is al confession. 

But we suggest as a nice little problem in 

logic, after applying the laW to the evidenCe, that this '; 

is not a confession, even taking it for the purpose of 

argument at its face value. 

It is significant in this tape, I read this 

over, and I don't see anything in this about the venereal 

10 disease,, for instance. Well:, maybe that is. not an . important 

11 point, 

12 
	

Mr. F/ynn.wonld have us believe the venereal 

13 - disease aspect of things of quite important to him, 

Page 12,681: 

15 
	

"VOICE: He wanted you to go down there to 

16: 
	 the creek and make love to the girls there, okay? 

17, 	 °VOICE: Yes," 

18 
	 No statement about the venereal disease that 

19 he was afraid he was going to get, and he won't do it and 

20 411 of that. 

21 
	

!What does that mean.? We don't know. This is 

22 a factor to be considered. 

23 
	

Mr. Flynn in this courtroom evidently made 

24 statements which are statements that indicate supposedly 

25 his state of mind in connection with the people at the 

26 Spahn 
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Is that a fattor that is significant? ' 

People that are part and parcel -- °faders 

that were with Officer Steuber and people that have taken--

there are people who' havetaken a place, and taken the 

witness stand in this'case, Brooks Postony Ntul,Watking. •. t 	, 
They were, again, they Were people 'who could 

have been brought to this court 'b04 to aUthenticate What-, 

ever Nr. Flynn had stated). whatever Mr. Flynn had stateld.' 

in the presence of Mr. Manson. 

May we suggest this, why would this statement 

be made once by Mr. Manson? Is there some kind of 

hidden activity there? 

These people were as close as could be. These 

people 'were as close as people could be, out there at the 

Spahn Ranch, the area was small. 

So the question that we have to decide isy 

looking at all of the circumstances, looking at the laws  

looking at what the prosecution has done in connection with 

Mr. Flynn and what they have done in connection with me 

personally as to Mt. Plynn, can we say that these circum-

stances are such that there is any veracity in what is 

supposed to be the statements of fir. Manson? 

Now, you will remember undoubtedly that during,  

the course of this trial the Court -- we have spoken of 

previously -- the Court has made, and we repeat it 'by way 

of emphasis 	the Court has made admonitions that this 

1 

4 

s. 

7 

8 

9 

10- 

11 

12 

14 

15 

16, 

17  

18-

19 

20.  

21 

22 

23 - 

24 

26 
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language be used only against Mr. Manson; that this is 

supposedly circumstantial evidence, the prosecution is .going 

to argue circumstantial evidence of a conspiracy. 

Now, we feel that with the volume of words that 

the prosecution has put in in connection with Reiter Skelter 

and all of that, the prosecution will probably, when they 

speak with you, argue concerning this circumstantial evidence 

of the conspiracy. 

Now, they may go into the transcript and show 

certain points. 

' 	Again we draw -what we think is an analogy in 

connection, with what happened about a century ago in 

connection with the death -'f Abraham Lincoln. 

That lady 4  the circumstantial evidence was her 

feelings towards the gouth. 

Here we have Mr. Mangoes 	Mr. Manson's feeling 
' 	A 

towards Reiter Skelter, towards the Beatles and all Of that, 

that it supposedly the circumstances' that prove that there 

was a conspiracy. 

Now, this is going to'be a question that I am, 

sure the prosecutiori is going td advocate, and it is •a 
• 

-question that, we hate 'to -think about. 

• 

20,652 

8 fis. 

, 	1  
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z 

. 

And what we suiAiiest is thst.,lea 	m ;:us be ade upon _ 

'criminal intent, beoause the Court is 4oins to' give us' 

several instructions on ,crimital intenti, 

• 4 	 Aul the instruction* on criminal intent are going, 

5 to' say that• there must b a concurrence of aOt and intent, 

6 
	 Xn other words, .you. cant bootstrap, ppu esn't 

T. 
 bootstrap intent , 

You Can't so back and.  turn something into or4141n41, 

9, intent if there was ho oritinal intent. ,Tney both swat Concur 

at the same 

Vor. instance„ 	zoloone kc,ovio into a store, into 

ig• a su.perts,400, .,and letts say that the :person, puts in his 

pocket package of 	And lets say that we are 0OnVineed, 

14- 44 the triere of fact„ La 12 Judos 	16 judges 	17 „Nilo* 

15 	1441 2 44Y that we are oonvinoe4 as the triers of tact 

16 that when the person took this gum there was rig crItiinal 

17 intent, it wait done inadvertently, r; 2 a is very„ very 

ag possible. 'Without thin kina about 4tiOaling its  

• 19 	 ilOw, then, then the person leaves the tuipttrnAkitget 

20  and doesn't py, 00est rt pay for the :aunts  Di-dn't know he Ilia 

21, it in his pocket. 

22 	 it mote time later on this person realizes he has 

23 . jot the gum in his pocket. 

24 	 Ziow, that zum doesn't helOnl; to him, but now be has 

' 25  the; kuoUXedge and the intent; And at that: point, mayhe 

26  Out in the parkin$ lot or drivinu down ercenlithaw boulevard, or 
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1 

2 

5 

CI 2.6511' 

wi.eroyer it rott; ZO he then, reulizuo to has got lb* mum. 

At that point*  wbien tie oierciats t)la 4041410n 

and control Over the 4und, with know  :144;e or its precook**, 

t that instant he hue *OA-44413*d the thurt. 40,toeues It is  

the r,orsonel, property or =Other and he al 	n ottlizutiOn 

not to takt the ;Arsenal property 9r another. 

7 
	 But there *AA no tristinol. intent whoa 	gia the 

Act beciCin flab sapoVmAriOst, 

Howl, by the ooze token, her* there was no eriatinel 

intent . a4 to what 	ilataon otate4 in 2967p 3468*  UGI$A  

or at Amy time, in connectiOn with ilolter 4kelter or any or 

that. There iono showin4, 01;  itnw- criminal *intent. 

And the r "et Or the matter is that the Prosecution 

well :4;now0 tbat there is no criminal Intent in Vint statesonts 

that isr. ',1aneon has,  made-. 

It thin?* was 14oing to be any kin4 or cristir101 

cOnspiraey in connection with those wOrds, uttexietto  we would 

18 have 4rooko. 	kau3 iiatkins„ ilharlee liansOn, Juan 

/9 illynnt -  we would IteAte thoae people at tn. same tisk* talUns, 

20 about It. that is Oat, we wOuIti lauVre 	there was 

21 conspirso, 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

25 

but you oon t ikaste a conspir4ey unless you hare 

PsoPlcudiecussing the criminal 014estive in their mina. 

And the *Jet o thia conapirecy is wriat is sat Out 14 fns 

imagt4mOto  

The ,ottject of this ocnspirac: is murder. This la 

22 

23 

24 
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1 
Out tic '.,prOstoction Imo allegati. 

2 
	 he ;440860;104n ban tt italootri in any or their 

3 •oVitert acts -- and 	 1,4 14 tha jun rOor with you,.; 

4 ail o$ tuat 	ba. 	tne )tupy room 	tare* lit no cutook. 

tion 	:jou ;,•trior what 3,ro t *vett aoto that iney ailegat 

'. o tio=tiodY w4C131431 3 	AurawDerAto  14,1s tit.* Tate resitiono* or thir 

7 
	.l .a' 	rt,SistAnatt. Those aro t4t over t acts Vaal aro 

8  ralyinlz on. 

9 	 *t ttexe wax% any overt uota in oortnototion with 

10 iteltar C,Stolter*  toiv.  o f ti* iinelA that punotrt Why 

11 tontt tbey 4116,0 m4tta ianzliaot involving Utatir alter 

12 • tea 44iatioa l  tr that 	 LicitlexaoOrd 

13. with the idea or Loltar 	starting a, rkint stir, 

14, 

ea 15 

16 

 

17. 

 ' 38 

19 

20' 

.22 

23 

24 

• 25' 

26 
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I*2016-56 

 

     

     

     

S 
3 

4 

• 
	5 

.9. 

10 

 

Thew ;10Wt 411140 the overt. AC tilat have,any--

thin4 to do with what words they have.uttered in this court. 

ruo 

Thl overt aota 4',,re trivia. 

The overt octs involve mttera that have notAing 

raootely eonteatcd with 401ter *I4elter or wit4 anything 

that baS to 4 pith rAttters that the irosecution haa dwelt 

On at zreat 

There lx nothiht,Inthis rwcor4 to $LOW that When 

rA nanson ascusue4 hla Oiloosopy or life,$  'hoer* is nOtana 

',t0 show Any criminal Intent on the part of )9;r. 4,,aniOnf  

,-,•era011 411a1'Su:-.14e,,i Ao% cilildreu should he 
, 	• 

raiseuo  tIlere ix nothing there whatsoever to show Any 

criminal intent on the part of hr,t AM1401-1.0 

Whoa nr*J14n4sOn disminsed .about uirla b0104 on tht 

-atreettsp. and OPia:an4 that as far au their 	whatever 
r • 

their seAgal 46tivities nay have liAai4 there lz TA0 showing 

is 

14 

15 

1$ 

iT 

 

18 

• , 19 

20 

zx 

22 

• 23 

24 

 

of sew.  utimlphI intent on the ,4.a 57• of 	ranaon, 

And so, what we Wave to do is, in analystak thi* 

evidence try to 1:11/1.1 	 U.t-Ontt 

whtsn yoaQ0 it when ,ystx tak4 these trAno. 
, 	• 

norlpt$ Waite arta v.t thraa0 the:: 	tr7 to finc, 	we taiot 

therA.),10stey teeause 4e meow that zro L:016,14Q41.0  '0,44 know the 

provvuti4n,, in their final auwation4  la 4:oinAlp, to brin4 up 

point4 irvolvin4 ti ia case, norefullyx  a° *e try to Una Oat 

what Is -0611 t;iem that thaw 1.114t 	 wIcaust 

25 

 

26 
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during the opening argument, as we have alluded to before, 

2 the prosecution did not mention anything about the law, did 

not apply any of the eviden'ce to the law, go what we are 

trying to do, we haVe to play -- we have to do a little 

guessin4 here,. 

We haVe tried to gues44 'We have 	to go 

through the transcript with a microscope and a fine-tooth 

comb, to try to, find Any criminal intent on:the part of 

S 

6 
4 

'S. 	.8 

9 MI', Manson. in Connection with the utterances that are 

10 attributed to him, and it' is not 4 i- it'iS'not -- there. 

• 1.1 it is 4ust not there. 

12. 	 We wouldntt be saying it now, because when We' 

is finish, then we would no longer have the power to address 

you, and, if there were any criminal intent there, we Would 

15 try to lay it out on the table, because the only way that 

16. we can come to 4 proper resolution or this is by.  discussing 

17 .it backwards and forwards, And we suggest that it just isn't 

Is there, 

 

19 

'21 

22 

We haVe gone over Brooks Posten, we have gone 

over Paul Watkins. Now, I know this will probably relieve 

us, but we are not going to read in detail from Mr. Posten 

and Er. Watkins' testimony, but we have been through ito  and 

if we are wrong, if we are wrong, I am sure the prosecution 

will Inform us in their final argument to you that we are 

wrong. But we could find nothing. 

It was the same kind, it was the same kind of 

23 

24 

2fr 

26 
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20,658 

lanqu;kge that Ur. a•,..i.1:obcon told tn.', about/  t4s far as' Brooks 

Posten and M.r atkins were concerned, 

17:M COURT: Vill counsel approach the bench., plea-se? 

. 0:1-14artuPonl tU counsel, approach the bench and 

the following procieedingo occur at the,  b4nch outside Of 

the hearing', of the juryt) 

TI-1•7',  COURT: :'.re you 'about to conclude your argument, , 

Xanarek? 

KlEit,R;::K: No, , your Honor.  

TILT COO1T; You RU1 conclude today. 

MR. naMEX$ Pardon? 

TEX COURT:- I say, you wail concluc1 today, in 

accordance with yourrepresentatiOn to the Court yesterday? 

M[1. 10.'N'`,RUK: But, your Honor ".. 

COURT: NO buts about it. 

R. KINAREK: I understand the Court is ,order, hut X 

want to make the record. 

Tug COURT: 'There is no record to be made. 

14R. iCANAREX: -Your Honors  "ueL believe there IS a record 

to be made. 

It is our belief and we 6'0 allege that it is a, 

violation of due process., in this sense of -the acrd -- 

'11BE COURT: You represented to the Court yesterday 
• I 

that you could not firnish yosterd.ay, that you would d onviete 
I 

your argument today-1' 

Itkir‘RiZ: I know". 
• • 
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T COURT: And in aCoon:lance with yoUr representatiOn, 

'X granted you the extra day. 

  

3 

:5 

:8 

 

Now, •I at telling you that exx;ect - you tci c011-

.clUdo your avglament today. 

- 	KINA11,31‹: Itiqhtt.but..7 

'HE-  COURT: Three .days ago you said you would 

conclude: 4t to three days.,',. 

MR., MOM-K.1 r understallds. 

am saying that. in our position in the context 

Of this -2-i- 

  

   

    

• 10 • 

it 

 

'Mg •C OURT; •kake t brief, because we are about to: 

recess fOr lunch. 

:tt is a laolation' of due process,- of 

the 14th'Arreildmenta. OA. equal lifotection for .the Court to 

iftpoSe the order that the Court has 1.n, thts regard. And we 

are* - of course/ folic:Ming the l'Court t 4rii‘ciert:14e: are doing 

it -because we dia. riot wish to be. cut Off .... 

COURT $ You have made your paint  

We are going to recess at this tilt's. 

biR,:101%.0.EX: Thank you, your gonOr., 

-Whereupon, all counsel- return tO their 

,reSpactive places, at counsel table and the following 

prOdeedingS00cur in open 'court within the presence and 

hearing of the 'jury:), 

TtiZ COURT: We will recess at this tivae, ladies and 

gentIeten., 

  

13 

14 

1,7 

18" 

   

19:  

   

20:  

21 

22'- 

  

gi • 

24 
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1 

4 

'Do not converse with anyone or for* or express 

'any opinion regarding the case until it is finally sub.. 

'tatted to you. 	• 

The Court via recess until 1:415. 

(yhoreu.smy at 12200 .p.m. the court vas 

recess.) 

13 
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1_ 	 LOS aNONLES, CALIFORNIA, PRIDAYk  %TAMMY 8# 1971 
1 ,  

1:55 P.M. • 
-TM Cot allf: A1,1 counsel atd jurors are present.. 

You May cpntinuel Mr. Kanalsalc. 
N !:% 

• 
10 

12. 

13 

13 

37 

• • 20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

MR.i 	Thank your  your lionor. 

, Mik..'illitzgerald, when he VE0110 to us., told u0 

What an 
r 
 accoMpliCe -14 but it is such, ate. important part, of 

this -case that probably it bears reTetition,. 

acCotap1ie* is -one who is iiabiot to,  be prose-

cuted for the identical offense,charged against the defen7 

dant an trial. 

Linda xasabian was a defendant in, this very case.. 

TO be an acc'ompll:ce the person must have knowingly 

and With criminal intent aided, promoted; encouraged or 

tnstigated by act or advide or by act and advice the - 

commission Of such offense. 

Must have. knowinlly and with. criminal intent aided, 

promoted, encouraged or 'instigated. 

Atd so the court is telling us that those words 

'e eqUated to Linda lasabian in this case,' 

14R. %1GLIOsil Tour uonor. that is a misstatement 9f 

0 

MR. 10.M7MY% lien, your Ilonor, this is cALaIC. 

TEO COURT: gust a minute, if you want to discu00 the 

tter come to the bench. 
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(Whereupon, all counsel approach. the hench and 

the folloWing proceedings occur at the ) ench:  outside of 

the hearing of the jury: 

BUGZJIOSI: Your HOAOrt you indicted back in cham- 

bers that you wren 't going to tell the jury or instruct 

,them on the law of accomplice, 

Ie certainly doesnft have -that right*  if you 

are not going to do It. 

Tgg CoUgT: You moan as to the definition? 

BUOLI0SIs Vas. 

Because I think the- attorneys, under the law, 

with the Court go indulgence, Can discuss the law that the 

Court is going tc, give and try to apply it tattle lacte, 

ax long as. they don't misstate the law 

But here he is giving law that the court is not 

going to? gib  

What .he' 40trying to do 

' TBm coniTt 	know'rohtihe istrYingto do, Bo is 

tryihg to indoctrinate the Jury as to the basis or the reason 

she was found to,  be an. accomplice 1,0164, as a'matter of 

fact, it could hatrfi, been for one or more than one reason. 

know exactly what he is 'trying to clOv 

but« BUGLIoSX:' yes:, right. And. it it extremely harm-

ful:to the prosecutions 

TI COURT: The way reason that the jury is informed 

that she is an accomplice as a matter of law is on the 

20 

21 

22 

23. 

24 

25 

26 
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question or corrobOr4tion. 

2 

	

	 The 'reason that the C ut arrived at that.  

conclusion is immate.rial so far as the jury in concerned. 

That isv  thz ration that tl,a Court arrived at the 

cone ,union that she is an accomplica as a matter of.lnuk. 

ghat it, a finangthat the Court makes, and that bring0 

into pity the corrctoration rule automatically without any , 

'finding by th. jury ar touhether or not she is an accom-,  

10 

pIice. 

tut for you to go behind that an try to 	th4 

jury what raason the -Court based ita conclusion on I 

dot 't think it, propQr. 

MR. MA RAF: I am not saying that. 

If may say, this is by way of argument. 

this i not different'tin any other argument. 

/gti-4 woe Itaccomplickl:" is not sitting there in a 

vacuum. It 	cord which ue ham a right to definev. just 

Like vie hav6.1 4 right to define "housa" or "courthouse" 

-or "man:" 	",:lOgn'or anything. 

ttn CoVRT14 tut you went boyond that. Yta said --

forget exatlylhat the 'words uers. -- but you uera pur-

porttng,to ttial th-a .jury my thought process in arriving at 

that conclusion. 

X..zlanA,V.Ltr: That 4is not 00 • 

33iA1MOSIt Right. 

as  looking at tha Jury, and they were-taking 

12, 

13 

tr,s 

' 16 

18' 

19 

20 

. 21.  
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11 • 

1) 

14 

• 15 

16 

17 

18 

22 

28 

24' 

25 

26• 

201'44  

some very heavy totes on itjat.s.  

It fact, he was telling the jury that the Court 

believes that Linda lied on the witness stand. 

BANOHR: No. 

MR • BLIGLIOSX: By implication he is telling. them that. 

THE COURT: What are you trying to dot Mr. 10.narek? 

What are you trying to do.? Letts get to the point. 

'Ma. IMNAREX's % am trying to maim: argumailit without 

being interrupted. 

might say, it is a. violationof our tight to a 

fair .trial, equal. protection of the law. 

COURT: Mr. Bugliosi has a right to make an 

Objection, just as you,  'MAAS objection to his argument. 

MA. *ANAtExt. $r. ritzgeraId read this.  .exact definition 

hen he was arguing.. It is a violation of eqUal protection 

lotion am not 

.THE COAT: He didn4t Say what you said. 

11/4111. FANAREK:. He said -4. 

THE COURT: non It tell me 19hat he said. .4nd z know 

what you said. 

. You have gone beyond what he said considerably. 

MA. EAMABI.C: Mr. Fitzgerald is here, your On you 

can .ask 'bin, 

My recollection is that he used the same jury 

instruation.. 

BMLIOSII Y9ur Honor, this :matter is so serious 

2 

.s 

5 

6 
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2 

9 

that 

TUE COURT: Incidentally, there is an error in your 

declaration-. 

MR. FITZGERALD: What is the -error? 

ME COURT: The error is obvioUS- 

PITZGERAIPt : X• talked to the reporter and the 

reporter in-farms 'me: of the same. thing, but I learned that 

after the document weds executed,. 
" . 
	 • 

PurthermOre, it Vasa it brought to my attention 

that it was incorrect 1;ly anibedY,. including the:  Court., 

• TUE COURT; Are you telling me,. .Mr. Fitzgerald, 

that you. really believe ,t-het, said 'that, the statellent in 

lrQUr declaration? 
12 

MR, FITZGERALD: Yea 

TAO COURT: X don% believe that.  

MR. FITZGERALD: well, when I quote to you what you 

said yesterday to Mr.. Itanarek, X can make it abundant Y 

clear that you told counsel "that' they could pot argue the 

law. 

MR. i3UGLIoSII You have to look at it in conteXt, 

cause they were misstating the law. 

MR. FITZGERALD: But that is irrelevant, actually. 

The reason that you know it is- wrong is that I 

ked With the court reporter. 

TUE. COURT: The reason that Z knoW it is Wrong? 

n % be ridiculous., 
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20,666 

• MA. FITZGERAZDis• I told the court reporter, and the' 

court reporter sent in arid told you. 

We WORT:.  Mr. Pttzgeraldt  your statement is absurd. 

I know What X said.. X -don tt have to check with the court 

reporter to knowlobat I said. 

As a matter of tett, X have said to, the contrary 

a -  dozen times during.  the course of the arguments, and you 

knoW it  

 

* 

• 
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11 

  

2 

3 

4 

9 

MR. FITZGERALD: I donft know. 

Mg. COURT: Then you tell -me you think ac really said 

that? i just 'don ft believe it, Mr. Fitzgerald. 

MR. BUGLItogi: Anyway this batter is so serious, 

it goes to the Very heart of Linda Xasabiaurs credibility. 

lie is implying that you reached the determination 

that Linda, lied on that witness stand and I would ask the 

court to instruct. the jury to disregard his entire last 

statements, about this. 

Very, very serious, I saw five or siX jurors 

write down what he was saying. 

TI:14COVRT: I don it want this to go on all afternoon, 

Ranarek. You are making what you knew to be improper 

statements in front of this jury.. 

19.01PiREX: This, is not so, your oar. 

-11% COAT: All right, X an going to Sustain the 

objection.' You knoW what instructions lti am going to give 

with regard to accomplices and cOrsOboration. 

Xou can relate those instructions, to the evidence 

in the. calso as I ,have told you you could On a ,ntber of 

occasions,. and I have told all counsel that a number of 

times during the course of the arguiunt. There,  cannot be 

any :misunderstanding as to what I. have said. 

X 'don ft think it is, proper for art attorney to 

attempt:. to ott'a-.1,hrase an instruction When he cases so in-

accurately and iucorogetelY• 

rx 

is . 

20 

21 

22 

23 

.4 

25 

26 
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17 
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:20 

.21 

. 	22 

25 

•2.5' 

I *gift thiult l,chat you are trying to do now, 

in effect implying,to the jury that I made a 'finding that 
• 

she is not' credible& or i made a . findin4..pfanything but the 

bare fact she is an accomplice aS a matter of law. 

Those findings,. i t, they are to be made, are to 

, be made by the jury, ' the` finding that 'ydu" are imtalying that 

made 

MR. BUGLIoSI: 	Will the Court please instruct the 

:ury then to disregard his remarks about Linda? 

Wei cOuRT:, 	All right, well, -- read what was said. 

'<Whereupon, the reporter read the record.) 

AR. Butuosn 	He is telling the itary 

COURT: 	That is not a,' necessarily 'Correct 

definition of an accomplice. 	It is incomplete in the first 

place; it is misleading. 

In any event, Mr. Nanarek, what is it you are 

trying to get at?' 	They have been. told that Iind3. Xa.sabian 

an accomplide as a matter of law. That is far the purpose 

of corroboration. 

There is.  no point 	what .is.the point of trying 

to define What an accomplice is? 

IP* MO MR. IMITAREK: 	Well, your Honor 

ixne COURT: 	The instructions that they 'sore to be 

given fully cover the Points they axe required to know., 

MR. IGICAREK: 	If I may answer in response to that. 

on the basis of equal protection of the law 
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22 
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under the Fourteenth Amendment, Mr. Bugliosi has stated and 

1 believe it is on the record that as far as final argu-

ments go your mind should have the wings of a bird, and you 

should be able tp 

	 COURT: Oh, Mr. anarek 

MR. VANARBX: Yes, and your Honor is being very 

technical. 

'TI COURT: That is the kind of argument I 'would 

expect from a first-year-law student. tet's get to the point. 

What is it you are trying to say? 

MR. IGINWK:, What t m saying is, your Honor, is 

interiering,:Vithi oui final argument with these very point-

less objecticin$ by Mr. Dugliosi, 

your Honor.is sustaining theme -is n violation of 

equal protection,. 	v 	 ; 

THE COURT: Apretentty you`  ere ndt gbu14 ta'answer my 

queOtion4 	will sustain the obJection and we. will go .on 

to 'Something else. 

it means. 

what he said is so ambiguous, s dont know' what 

MR. BUOL/OSI: Be says the Court is equating this to 

Linda 1W3abianto testimony. 

TAP COURT: No •101.111•1. 

24- 
MR. BUMOSI: That is the language she used, that the 

25 Court is equating this. language 	Xe to Linda sabiants 

26  testimony. 
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THE COURT:, Read that part. 

{Whereon, the reporter again reads the 

record.). 

TPE COURT: What %cords is h© referring tol 

Mk. BUOLIont "With knowledge atd criminal intent" 

and all that. 

He read the instruction otraccomplice, which the 

Court is tot even going to give, and then be goes On to 

say that the Court is telling us these words apply to 

Linda 1.asabianJel tegtimonyi meaning that the Court has made. 

a determination that Linda. had all of these things, know -

Ledge." criMinal intent, even though the prosecution hag said 

she did not have knowledge, for instance, on the first night/  

that the Court does not -believe the prosecution, that the 

Court has found her to be an accomplice and, in effect, the 

Court believed that Linda lied on the witness stand.. 

THE COURT: Sow am t goitg toi admonish them? 

SUGLIOsX2 That the Court just admonish the jury 

to distaqard the last remarks -of Mr. Rtnarek4 

WINPAREIK: Z object to that. 

THE COURT: You watt to continue your argument, 

Mr* vanarelq 1tm going,to. sustain the objection. / am going 

to-  admonish- 'the 'jury 	di-sregard your last remarks-. 

(The following prOc,dingg ware had' in open 

coutt:ilfthe presence and hearing o the jury: 

THE COURT: The, objeCtiOpfiS sustained. 74iS jury is 

• 
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• 
admonished to disregard kr; anarek Is lett reMark4 to 

which the Objection was interposed. 

YOU may contintie, Mr, Fanarek. 

MR. MEI:REX: May We state this,, ladies and gentlemen 

Of the jury, we have been in this courtroom and we heard 

what is ,going on. 

We repretent to you that Mr. Fitzgerald read .thos 

Words to you, the same, wordt were read. to you by Mr, 

Vitzgerald, and there was no objection and there was nothing 

that we just had 

Tlig COURT: That is incorrect, Mr. Xanarek. 

MR. ONIAREX: Mr, Fitzgerald just read ..- 

THE COURT: that statement is not so, Let's get dt, 

sir. 

MR. BAMREK: may I say this, ladies and gentlemen, 

once again the jurors decide the facto in this case, deCide 

the case. 

'The jurors decide the case, We say if 1,,e are 

incorrect, and those of us;  then, those of us on the jury 

decide it.,  

We say that mr, Fitzgerald enunciated -1,4hat 

have read oft Of this paper. 

THE COURT: Mr. Eanarek, perhaps X Misunderstand you. 

So the jury will not be confused, Mr. Fitzgerald did not 

state to the jury that portion as to which the objection was 

sustainedo 

4 

5 

19 

2Q 

21 

22' 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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MR. ZANARZX4 x AM saying, your libtor, that what I 

read off of this Paper Mr. Fitzgerald -- and Mr. Fitzgerald 

confirmed it to Me 	he just told me be did. 

THE COURT: The jury will take my. remarks for Nvhat 

they are, X don It know, What Mr,. Xatarek is, saying, but if 

it is contrary to that:, you will -disregard it. 

ma. latTAAEX:- I any event, mr. Fitzgerald reconfirmed 

t. 

In any, event, ladies and gentlemen' 

TEC4 COURT:. tt is immaterial vbether Mr. Fitzgerald 

confirmed, 	reconfirmed it, or did niot,:confirm: it at all, 

Mr. itknarek. 

Let's not belabor the point° I sustained an 

objection to certain remarks. That objection was a good 

objection and the jury leas admonished to disregard the 

remark as to which the objection was sustairxed. . 

Mow proceed with your argument. 

MR. icANAREX: We all remember, I% sure, this picture, 

but X don't believe 	X don ft believe- those of -us On the 

jury have seen these Pictures yet, althotigh they have been 

'alluded to.. 

These are pictures of the Saloon and what is, 

called the Rock City Cafe*  concerning 'Which there was 

to  

And we think that hers is a very, very pi:oil:plant 

example ;of why it is desirable to conaider the evidence, 

1 

2 

4 

6 

9 

.10 

. ii 

12 

15. 

16 ' 

17 

18 

ter 

.121 

22 

23, 

24 

26 
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19 
Mo 

20 
T. didn tt see anybody in the trailer." 

11Q What is that? 

208 673 

-Do you know if anyone was living 

in the trailer at the time that yon went out there 

on November the 25th, 1969? 

yes, sir, the parson that. I spoke 

Who is that? 

Mr. Juan Flynn. 

Was,  he living there with anyone' 

else? 

• I don't racer, sir. I didn't ask 

And than: 

1 shOw.yOu People Ys 261 ftci 

identificati-on. Dipyou know what. that photograph 

depidts? 

- 	"A 	Yes,. sir. 

I0 

12 

14 

1$ 

tta  

1!Q 

"A 
ISQ 

2 

22 

• 23. 

- 24 

2 

because this panel that has halter skelter on it, this 

panel, is in the place,'  a.coording to the :prosecution' testi 

moray, where Mr. Flynn lived., in Volume 114, at Page 12,826, 

actually it begins earlier. 

And this is People 's 261 for identification, and 

there is interrogation made at Page 12,824, and I believe . 

this interrogation is of officer Gutierrez, and at 'Page - 

12.4  64,1. 
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10.  
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• 13 

 

14 

 15 

16 

17 

18 

19: 

:20 

21 

23 

24 

25' 

"26 

•• 

. 4 	Thy photograph &Ipicts 

pictur..! of a cabint door *Ath someNntrious 

vriting. 

V71”ra v.”1 this clbinet door? 

ft . This 4:7,..31aimt floor vis inside 

that trailor. 

Th3 trailer tilat you just mentioned? 

ThAt I just mIntion,-,td. 

"And it ;?as in the 1:itchcn. Xt vas a 

cabinet door. 

ftta 	 You saw this writing here that is.  

oIl this photogrlpb, you ,e,aw the writing on the 

cabinet door? 

st.ti 	. Yes,: sir. 

Inside,  the trailer? 

0
41 	 VOS, sir.. 

On November 25, 1969., 

That it corr.-act, sir. 

ng 	• -iou didnIt take this, photograph? 

"AA 	No, sir, X did not,. 

poles this photograph appear to 

be an accurate 411(21 tair repecentation of the-  

Way the cabinet dooe 100.14 on November the 

25th, 1969? 

xpgaiticalt tr 
 

k 
A 
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s. 
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.12-1 so, me have Juan Fiynn, having the heart of the 

People's case right In,his own living quarters.. ' 

The People m4ke much of this pelter Skelter. 

They have brought this issue into the •case. They have 

brought JUan Flynn into the cate.',Aml 	fob'' whatever 

that'Alay belearth, for whatover'that may bSuorthr this 

Pauei is where aPa:ni'lluin 	Aving.,-,  4d'  op these two days* 
two 

the/daysthat !we are sTcaking about, there i nothing from 

juan'FlYnn concerning,Belter skoltog or anything that is 

supposed to go to 	of the conspiracy,: . 

We are in a cotirt of Law where we have jury. 

instructions that denCminate the 8th through the loth, 

.a's they do*  as ut will have in the jury room, and for what 

it maybe worth, if you 16oic at this 400r,, the }leiter-

Sicelter door, and if You'look at the tong Horn Saloon and ' 

the Rock -City Cafe, not-only vat there nothing about this 

that wars covert, nothing atout it mhere anybody tried to 

make a big deal about hiding.it, we can reasonably infer 

that maybe it had something to do with some attempt at a 

night club or one attetaPt at some kind of entertainment, 

or Whatever it may be, of these kids at this Spabn Ranch, 

- an4 we know that there is, place that says "Dobatimbns FOt 

Hater Skelterl u  and various 	we'know that that is in, 

• 24 

.25 

26. 

• e vi 4ncei . 

Sor for whatever it may be worth, me feel that 

we ran make this kind of inference that this had something 
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to do with people coming up there, whatever, in connection 

with 001110 kind of entertainment, 'whatever went on at the 
411 	2 

apahn Ranch, 

And this being right in the area, right in the 

20,676 

s. 
areaa;Tuan Plynn livp34.1 right in this area, that is' 

depict©d by these pictures, So,'for.whatever that.mightbe 
6 

'-worth, it ,certattly.aPP4ars that th s Fetter skeLter coming 

down„ and all of that, is a figment of.  tie prosecution IS 

imagination 40 far.AS Any ti nd of a conspiracy and any. )1lta 
1 

io of a . black-white war, and anything.that we have heard about 

zx 
in this courtroom. 

12 	
Now, the prosecutor in this e444 1144 built, they 

have built a thOUght on assumptions, statements, consider- 

ationgi based upon what, one person Said, what another perSOn 

zs said„ - ana„ so forth, and o 1A3,i 

They have used possibilities, insinuating, 16 
insinuating Possibilties that this 'could have : i 

17 

	

	
happened or 

that could have happened... 
18 

The favorite words that they use are words that 
19 

require assumptions to be made; inference Upon inference 

upon inferenCe, in order to project the particular viewpoint 

that they wish us to have. 

We are supposed to be in this courtroom for 

matters that do not involve myths, W are siipposed to- be 

in this courtroom ortAGatters that involve something that is 

solid, something.  that is. conerete, something that ion ft, in 

29." 

gl 

' '23 

24 

25 

26 
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6 

fadt just a myth or a figment Of a particular prosecutor is 

imagination. 

The conspiracy and all .cg that is something that' 

is cirealurt uP, is thought about, at the time that7 	they 

decide they are going 'to get Mr. Manson,as, witness the way 

that the prosecution 0.nd the way that law enforcement has 

done what they did in WAS. case. 	, 

There is no question about it:  they had .a 'ore—

e:Onceived riot .on, a preconceived idea, based upon Mr. ManSon 0 

appe.arance, and also because o.f.: perhaps,. what sore of us 

might deem Omproper activities going on at the spahn Rancho 

2 

3 

4 

21 - 

24 

24. 

24.  

25 

26 
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We have-tesUmbny that Mr. Manson, on the one 

hand Mr.Manson is a deity; they have, on the one hand*  

3.2-a 

a. 

4- 

io 

12 

13 

15 

7 

rt 

-tried to portray Wir..Manson'as the Sayler*. al Jesus Christ*  

and on the other hand he is the,devil and he i$ a killer 

.and has the power to turn people into robots, into automatons 

This is beyond be 

believe Mr. Manson is really made of -- I 

suPPoge•hiS temperature is 98.6 like 411 of ours:, he has 

normal,blood pressure*  he has normal this and normal that. 

They have triad to portray Mx.'manson as a kind of person 

that can pull strings in the human mind. Deeause they wish 

a certainviewpoint to prevail. 

They have presented, they have tried to, 

substitute some Rind of a fantasy Lor proof. 

The se-called conspiracy and ,all of that, all 

of that conspiracy, all of that is the . figment of the 

imaginatiOn. 

There is n9 shoWing of any Conspiracy here. 

There is no showing of any criminal intent. 

Now, as far as some of these matters are, 

concerned, we have*  for instance{  felony murder. We have-

felony murder that the Court is going to instruct u$ on. 

Mr. Mason was with Stephanie Schram, 

We can getaway from all of the Miter sRelter 

and up can get away from all of the philosophy of lite*  all 

of that, we can remove ourselves front that, and the nitty- 

rt- 

19 

20 

21 

22.  

23.  

24 

25- 

26. 
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gritty of it wai, that Mr. Manson was with Stephanie $chram, 

a prOSecution, witness that the prosecution could have asked, 

detailt  as to Mr. 14422130111s activities on the days in 

gtle 

The prosecution chose not to do that. 

The prosecution, furthertore, in this cage is 

coming to us in connection with some ...they -will probably 

.can only foresee:it, because of certain jury instructions 

that we believe. .411 be• given, that they are going to- argue 

some 'kind of a , felony- murder theory. 

Mow, we all know thatthe‘,1aw of' .felony-murder , 

is that if there is an intent, if there is a desire on the 
( 	: 

part of someone when. ,t 	enter: a dwelling ;to commit a 

'petty theft or commit a felony, then, at the irxstant that , 

someone goes through that door, they have committed the 

particular crime we call burglary, for instance. 21:burglary 

is co mitt the instant the entry of the door is m the 

instant that takes place, 

*or instance, if someone decides to hold up a bank 

and they have a note in their pocket that says, "Give we 

ail your 20 0s." They go through the door, and while they 

are standing in, line, they change their mind. They are . 

still guilty of burglary, because the instant they went 

through the door they had that intent. That is burglary. 

Now, if during, that precess 'someone passes away, 

because of what happens, this itt called felony murder, 

1 
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9 

10 

it 
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because in the process of these events a person passed away, 

The taw says this should be deemed felony murder. 

It is. a type of constructive intent. But the 

person has to intend to commit the burglary or the felony, o 

whatever, when someone goes through that door. 

12b 

2 

3 

4 

9 

10 

11, 

12 

14 , 
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Ind the save goes for robbery, and who.tever the 

particular offenSe. 

The ,Court is going to give us the cletdils of it. 

But the faot of th matter is that 1:r. Manson, hid no crimina 

intent in connection with these natters. 

Mr. Manson., and the evidence clearly shows, 

Mr. Iviantion had ideas that involved his emotions. It involve 

Stephanie Schram., 

tic.w, *that.  is,, as we have said, we believe this is 

nitty--gritty type of evidence. ati3 tm-s there.. She was at 

the raid. She c.a s there with Mr. Manson at these times 

that we hare spoken of. 

:And so, when. the prosecution argues the felony-

murder theory to us, if -fen would think in terms of some of 

the argUmentss that possibly 0o-cow- ota or myself might 

make, this might be helpful in resolving what we have to 

resolve, because, as,  we. have' said, 'we can It speak further. • 

Now, where'.  we Speak of, all, of us, . Z suppose, 
• 

have at times made' statements to the effect, all of us, 

to the effeOt'hat we or 1 ail responsible for the killirw in . • 	 - ,. • 
viet-blani 'without belaboring it, I -ara ,,sure that all of tr, 

at sorra,  time or other have made that kind of staterrent. ..,. 
sow, when VS look at the PeOPlea."'t Spe.hn Ranch,. 

whether Niie agree with those people or. not, the fact of the 

matter is they are acutely aN.ere Of 'what *is going on in 

the world. 
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Vlynn was very, very much, as far as his 

personality and his very being is concerned, he wa$ very 

:muc,h ttrautpilqa d by .ihat happened in Viet;-Nam. 

We remember. that from his testimony here. He 

Wouldn't even discuss it. He wouldn't even discuss it. 

And so, we suggest that any, kind of conversation 

that occurred at Spahn Ranch in which anyone was involved 
• 

with this kind of language, III am responsible for the 

killings," and all of that, where we have two or three 

words, so to speak, maybe a sentence or two that comes at 

us in the courtroont here, it appears to have a quality exi 

it Might appear to have superficially an importance that is 

absolutely beyond any kind of real sgnificance, because we 

have all Mae- . those statements. 

I have made ;that statement that i 'feel real:owl.... 

Ile for the 1-.4.11ings 	'Viet-Nam, and we read columnists, 

we hear it over the' radio, over TV, how there are great 

numbers, a perhapa 	 p&ople in the 'United states, 

who feel responsible 'for the killings. And you take someone 

li ,ruan Flynn taking. a• stati#ment of this type and put 
r . 

him in an atmosphere, whatever atmosphere in connection 'With 

vta.tever it may have been,, with jiatirnalista and It/hat-not, 

this type of statement is as statement that is the kind of 

Statement that •ve have the very, very important and proper 

rule On circumstantial evidence, that if there are two 

reasonable interpretations concerning evince, that we must 
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use that interpretation which 'seems reasonable. 

The fact of the matter is that in connection with 

that statement We have all of the other infirmities-. 

The Court is going to instruct us about oral' 

admissions and oral confessions. And in no stretch of the 

imagination is it a confession to anything. rf it ever was 

Uttered; it was nothing more than a Mere statement in 

passing. 

And the fact that the prosecution focuses upon it 

indicates4  indicates, the nothingness of the evidence in 

this case. 

Because, as w say,• if there was a conspiracy or 

anything lae that, there would be conspiratorial evidence 

before us. 

ROw, we have a situation in ,connection with the 

people at the Spahn Ranch. 

'NOW, we have.said 	It is regrettable that these 

children -- vie may, / suppose 	we have heard this certainly- 

right here in this courtroom about these •children going out 

and going on garbage runs. 

In fact, these children are, regrettably, 

regrettably, are somehow or other, for some reason or ether, 

tot part og the main stream of American life. 

Now, whether any of us are responsible for that 

pt not, the fact is that they have rejected the main stream 

of our life. They have decided, for Whatever their reasons. 
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:may be, to do ,certain ththgs. 

They aro living on. garbageliterally. Literally. 

This isn't just a statement being made in a. vacuum. Ere know 

this is true. 

Those children are rejected by their parents. 

These children have been rejected by society, for whatever 

the reasons may be, whether we are at fault or whether they 

are at fault. /he fact of the matter is that these types 

'of individuals e.::ist in our society. 

And what it boils down to, What it boils down to.4 

and I suppose what this case boils down tot  is that through 

the machihations'of What has been done in this case, we 

have this unbelievable Confrontation, this, unbelievable 

confrontation between groups of our society. 

have the confrontations oh the campuses, 

we have the, confrontations on the streets, we have confron-

tations. . 

We have had enough Confrontations. We have had 

enough confrontations. .1.nd the way to avoid confrontation 

and the may to avoid going on and on and on with this 

;articulr approach to a solution, the criminal court is no 

place, is ho place to carry out these types of confrontations 

These types of confrontations should be carried out in the 

halls. of our legislatures, these confrontations should he 

carried out in classrooms where they are discussed. 

They shoulInot be carried out where someone ,-- 
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Jo made a target the way Mr. Manson has been made a target. 

BtOolUse that is what this litigation is. 
2 

Why do vie ha've this intense interest? Do '-ue 

save any idea how many dollars per month are spent on this 

, side of the courtroom? 
5 
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It's incredible, L713st think of the salaries 

alone that must be spent in order to 	order to -- in 

order to have just the personnel here. 

This particular .confronta.tion.is going on and on 

and on. This jury, all Of - us in this courtroom have the 

pOwer to end that confrontation, and the way to end that 

ConfrontatiOn is with a. result that the evidence dictates, 

and that is to find Mr, Ranson not giallty on all of these 

charges., 

Thank you very much for the attention you have 

gtFen me. 

TKE COURT: Are you ready to proceed„ Mr. Keith? 

la. =TR: May we have a-  briefrecess? 

TBE-00MT: All right. 

We will take' a recess at this time,, ladies and 

gentlemen. Do not converse with anyone or form or express 

any ol)inlon regarding the case until it is finally submitted 

to you. 

The Court will recess for 3.5 minutes. 

(Whereupon, there 'as. a recess after which the 

f6110wing proceedings vattre had in the chambers'of the Court 

out of the hearing of the jury, all cOunsal with the excep-

tion of mr. Hughes being presents) 

THE COURT: All counsel are present. 

Did someone want to speaX to melt • 

MR. KEITht Yes, your Rotor, yes, your Honor. X 

Would respectfully request that I be poemitted to start 

201665 
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.1 

4 

 

Monday morning -Olen the jury is' fresh. I have tteo reasons 

for making this request. 

°net my argument is going to be less than a day 

'and I prefer not to have tobreak it up over the meeker 

Secondly, with all deference to Mr. Panarek, 

think the. jury has been pretty w?il inundated in the 'past 

week -0- 

711.8 count. ''Seven days. 

seven days with 'his arguMent, and I 

can -infer or will 4.nfer that they probably *man it care to 

listen toany further argument this' afternoont  and they might 

not be _too receptive to- What I have to say. 

" MR. gIUGIJoSI: 'Even next week there is going to be 

that Problem for me. 

• T COURT: 	im don't need to prolong it. 

DoeSt  anyone have any objection to'recessing nowt 

BUGLIOSlt No objection. 

t4R.. VITzGERAID: Na.objection. 

No objection. 

. MR.•.:$111111Z:, NO objection. 

-COURT: It is now five minutes to 3:00. At the 

most you would get in an hours perhaps .c1 little bit over 

an hour • 

$o wa will adjourn until Monday. 

Now, .Mr. Fitzgera.ld has filed tut motions that 

have been noticed for 9:-00 o clock on Monday; so I assume 
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'13 

-•• 12 fine. 

you don't vant to .i.r(gt.t.), you can gay 

ga. 

nn. FIZGIMAW: Ail right, iii. 

m-ccorz: 	will be 411 ,rightt toe. 

Ak1 10t1 :310Wi I 4M having ,rtaignoentD sat IA this 

court ":4'•1,zrY 	X think avury 	Lc) ;ar tai 10,.g.111: avory 

16• 

7 

18 

day,' 19 

4 

4r7 	Eor 	LIA: X tu'to 	ith.) word 

axound tho.t. X want thc.)la 	ap4c, 

'Zo 	h417 	julzit 

or thac., 	tcluo-2 :Ittorn;y* g)t 

21 

cicv.to_ndanta aro r-, 	1'  11S1:-1  • 

So tl-,7,ro 	 hi,.t 	„...Lght 

• 

24 

• 26 

tot f_lturt 	Lt II00"0 7CIG01;.. ± an trying to rum tiure 26 

comsei 	 ,Lrgu....1 	b-ahal,.. 014 	raotior4 or are 

you, sukpittinz, 	valat? 

ritt,,,-“ICZ04.11142D:: - X don't ani,:icipato :each arlcutant ;-.4t 

all. 

TEzi-COMT: Ysu n'Avr;; 	tio.arqw4 X414 not 

suggesting that you don't. 

Privli3J,afi.tat , 	41.1khrlit it. 

TIL 	i:..211.4 	thin": Esorh4p,;.", ri zhould o43.1 

motions as song as th,„11 have lo.;en noticed for 9:00 olcIocX, 

I will oz.t13. 

Zn tha caantif,i‘e.,  1,-.E you 	you 'want to argue, 

10,  
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204.09 

 

   

 

that we do. 

 

   

3 

If it is the attorneyb tardiness that reSults in  

any delay ,or is going to result in any delay, where I know 

that ha knows the matter was set earlier, as it was this 

morning, I lust trail it over to the next day rather than 

.delay the start of this trial." 

I bear.  in mind what you said the other day., 

Fitzgerald, that you 'andLthe other defense counsel are 

aropious .  to expedite. the matters, and I think this.  case 

• clearly should take preferenc over other raatters, includir4 

arraignments. 

sow, you say less than a day, Mr. 'Keith. 

MR. MITHt. Yes, yoUr Honor. 

THE COURT: What about your' estimate„ Mr. Bugli-osi? 

BUGLIoSX: Between two and, three days. 

can. probably get it done in tv,70 days if I get two full days. 

TM COURT: That. takes tut through Wednesday. 

2mR, BUOLIOsI: If he- goes through late Monday 1 'would 

like to pUt it aver to Tuesday morning. It depends O2 when 

he finishes= 

: 
	 THE COURT: Then it appears that the jury will be 

ready for instruction the- latter part of the Week. 

Are there going to be any other requested 

instructions? 

MR.- KIT.: M. Bugliosi and I have been working- on 

that mere, presence instruction. 
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a. 

Tfia COM:: That is a matter you can take up Monday 

morning. , 

• 2 	 MR. ICI' E: I gave him my draft. 

MR. BUQUOSX: Xt was a very fair draft, 1 have to say 

TIE MUM: It seems to me People vs., Durham seems to 

be a fairly safe statement& 

MA. YilITU: I virtually flourishly.copied it. 

TiL9 COURT: X' think it is fair to both sides/  itis a 

- complete statement ai,far as I can see. 

MA,BOOLX0SX: The only problem is it, tends to,foous 

on 4ding and abetting. 'There has to.be some addendum or 

11 	that instruction to lit. the jury know this only pertains to 

12 	aiding and abetting and has ,142 appliCability.to the 

13 	conspiracy instructions 

-14 	 Otherwiser. 	may juit say, ."This is it." 

15. 	TWA COURT: As a matter of fact, there is a statement 

16 	in the Durham part, I don ft know if it was in Mt. lieithls 

17 	requested instruction, but there is a statement in the 

18 	DUrham opinion that it is possible for a person to be an 

19 Hider and abettor without ever having joined the conOpiracyt,  

2c) • 	 MR. V4=21: I put that in the redraft. I also even 

21 	said you don It have to be present at the scene of the crime 

to be 4 conspirator. I thought that covered it 

23 	 .THA COURT: I am reading from it nov, it says one may 

24 aid or abet in the commission. of 4 crime without having 

25 	previonsly entered intd a conspiracy to commit it*  

- 26 

4 
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26 , 
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20,691  

13uaL/051t 	can't quarrel with, that, I certainly) 

can ~t quarrel  .with that, But- it, IuSt doesnit -- it just 

is not clear that that Paragravh,,that the court just 

read, conveys uhat t am trYing to convey. 

'244 COWS': I think Z understand what you mean. 

Mat you are saying), you want the jury to understand the 

two ceparatte theories ai liability. 

na, Bt GLIOSI: Right, right. hnd that paragraph 

coLaT: Why cid: 't you •say sof I don't see any 

objection. to saying'that. 

BUGLIOBI: that paragraph, although it is a true 

statementi might cause 'the jury to believe that that iS the 

inetruction, right there, and even though conspiracy is 

inVolved, they arc sti/1 bound by that instruCtionj. so £ 

me can .juSt add 'another paragraph. saying this inetructicn 

only pertains to the theory of aiding and abetting, 

it has no applicability to the instructions on conspiracy 

'hich you have received earlier.' 

MR. REIT 'well, that is all right me, because you 

are practically saying 

Lot me put it this- muy: 

Presence at the scene tan 'be considered on the 

issue- of -whether you are u' conspirator. Conspirator or not, 
not 

it isAtough, to make one a co-cOnspirator, but it is 

evidence that can be considered. 

i 'I've got that. mere presence JO not enough, but 

' 
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	it Certainly bar be considered along With -other evidence. 

2 
	Bpt I gave you the draft. 

5istarAOSI: Tess. 
3 

4 
	 MR. ICITarai L7Q3 of 1os6 •it. 

s • 
	• MR. BUGLI0SI: Not 1 1ve. got it somewhere. I put it 

$41 my.  briefcar. , 

17 

18' 

• 19 

21 • 

22 

23 

.7 
THE' COURT: Where is the jury- now, Mr. Murray? 

" 	DAILIVIxi . .They are- in the.' jury room nowt Your 

,lionor.• 

TUE CopRT: There is. no necessity to bring them down. 

They have been admonished and we haven it done anythirg 

since they have been admonished. 

TBE BAILIFF: They are in a real good mood now. 

THE COMM: Is it agreeable, gentlemen, we adjourn 

right, here in chambers until Monday morning at 9:00 o 'clock.  

MR. VITZGEIIALD: Yes. 

TAE COVRTI Without bringing the jury bacX ink they 

have been admonished. 

MR. rITZGBRALDI Yes. 

MR. 11:ANAREIK: Soltipulated. 

MINN:. So- stipuia,ted,. 

MR. 	SC) stipuia.t.ad..' 

THE COURT: 'We 	adjourn than until Monday morning 

at 900 a.m. 
124 

2S 

2. January 11, 1971 4 9s.00 a.m..)• 	 „, 

(Whereupon, ,a• recess taken to reoonve4e montlay 

• .. 
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